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Sammanfattning 
Idag ser vi hur allt fler företag gör omfattande investeringar i metoder och arbetssätt för att 
bättre kunna tillgodogöra sig sina användares kunskap i innovationsarbetet. Något som 
flera av de mest innovativa företagen i världen försöker åstadkomma med dessa 
investeringar är att utveckla och etablera uthålliga producent-användare ekosystem. Syftet 
med den här typen av ekosystem är ofta att uppmuntra användare att samverka med 
varandra och med företaget för att utveckla innovationer som relaterar till företagets 
erbjudande. Dessa ekosystem skapar utan tvekan nya innovationsmöjligheter men det har 
samtidigt visat sig att en nära samverkan med många användare skapar nya utmaningar. 
Det kan tillexempel vara mycket resurskrävande att etablera och nyttiggöra ett stort antal 
användarrelationer och det kan vara utmanande att sammanföra företagets och 
användarnas innovationsagendor. Även det faktum att användare och producenter bygger 
relationer till varandra kan bidra till intressekonflikter och företag kan behöva balansera 
stabilitet och förändring inom ekosystemet. En annan utmaning är att företags 
nyttiggörande av användarrelationer inte enbart är beroende av den direkta interaktionen 
med användare utan även av hur användarinformation sprids och nyttiggörs inom 
företaget. Spridning av extern information i organisationer är ofta beroende av ett fåtal 
personer som är uppkopplade till både externa och interna aktörer. Samtidigt visar tidigare 
forskning att det kan vara svårt och kostsamt att överföra användares kunskap och 
erfarenheter till anställda. Följaktligen är syftet med den här avhandlingen att bättre förstå 
hur företag som skapar innovationer i uthålliga producent-användare ekosystem kan 
nyttiggöra användarrelationer i innovationsarbetet. Forskningen som ligger till grund för 
den här avhandlingen genomfördes på två etablerade medicinteknikföretag som 
framgångsrikt skapat innovationer i den här typen av ekosystem. Kvalitativ och kvantitativ 
data samlades in på företagen och en rad olika analyser genomfördes. Resultaten pekar på 
att vi kan förstå den här typen av ekosystem som system där direkta och indirekta 
användarerfarenheter är distribuerade ibland användare och anställda. Anställdas 
nyttiggörande av sina relationer för att skaffa sig användarkunskap kan således förstås som 
en funktion av deras förmåga att förstå och värdera relevansen sin egen och andras direkta 
och indirekta användarerfarenheter samt kostnaden och tillgängligheten till andra aktörer 
i ekosystemet. Resultaten visar att när företagets kostnader för att få tillgång till 
användarerfarenheter är hög kan företag nyttiggöra användarrelationer genom att anställa 
användare och låta dem agera i gränsöverbryggande roller. Samtidigt visar resultaten hur 
den typen av lösningar är kopplade till ett antal organisatoriska utmaningar. Resultaten 
pekar även på betydelsen av att identifiera och samarbeta med så kallade transformerande 
användare. Dessa användare upplever problem med företagets produkter före majoriteten 
av användare, tar till sig ny teknologi tidigare än andra användare, och samverkar med 
etablerade producenter i transformeringen av ett produktområde för att skaffa sig eller 
upprätthålla en central position i ekosystemet. I likhet med tidigare forskning visar 
resultaten hur producenter och användare i dessa ekosystem skapar värde i samverkan 
men avhandlingen pekar samtidigt på att nyttiggörandet av användarrelationer för 
innovation i den här typen av ekosystem i stor utsträckning handlar om att hantera 
spänningar som kan uppstå i och omkring dessa samverkansprojekt. På ett generellt plan 
pekar avhandlingen på den potentiella nyttan av att applicera producent-användare 
ekosystem som ett övergripande perspektiv som kan förklara hur företag skaffar sig och 
upprätthåller konkurrensfördelar, snarare än ett utav många sätt som företag kan 
nyttiggöra användarrelationer i innovationsarbetet. 



 
Abstract 
Today we can see how companies are making significant investments in various methods 
and tools to access and utilize the users’ knowledge for the purpose of innovation efforts. 
What many highly innovative companies try to accomplish with these investments is to 
develop and establish sustained producer-user ecosystems. The aim of these ecosystems is 
often to encourage users to collaborate with each other and with the producer in order to 
generate innovations related to the offering of the producer. However, although these 
ecosystems are proven to create new innovation opportunities for companies, it has been 
shown that a close collaboration with many users brings about a number of challenges for 
companies.  For example, it can be costly and time-consuming to establish and utilize large 
numbers of user relationships and it can be difficult to align the innovation interests of 
established producers with those of the users. Moreover, the fact that many innovating 
users have relationships to one another can contribute to conflicts of interests and 
established producers may have to balance stability and change within the ecosystem. 
Another challenge in the utilization of user relationships is that it is not only dependent on 
the direct interaction with users but also the internal dissemination and utilization of 
information related to the users’ needs. This dissemination can be problematic since it is 
costly and difficult to forward timely and reliable information about the users’ needs. 
Consequently, the aim of this thesis is to better understand how companies that are 
operating within sustained producer-user ecosystems can leverage user relationships for 
the purpose of innovation. The research forming the foundation for this thesis was carried 
out within two established medical technology companies that successfully had developed 
innovations within this type of ecosystems. Quantitative and qualitative data was collected 
and a number of different analyses were conducted. The results reveal that these 
ecosystems can be understood as a system where direct and indirect user experiences are 
distributed among employees and users. This in turn implies that employees utilization of 
user relationships can be understood as a function of the extent to which employees knows 
and values the pertinence of their own as well as others direct and indirect user 
experiences as well as accessibility and cost of seeking user-information from other people. 
The results demonstrate that when companies experience high costs related to the 
acquisition of user experiences they may benefit from employing users to occupy 
boundary-spanning roles. However, the thesis reveals how the utilization of such 
boundary-spanning roles brings with it a number of organizational challenges. Moreover, 
an important aspect of success tends to be the utilization of relationships to so-called 
transformational users. These users experience problems with established producers' 
current products before the majority of users, they adopt new technologies earlier than 
their peers, and they cooperate with established producers for the purpose of 
transformation of a product field in order to obtain or maintain a central position within 
the ecosystem. Furthermore, the results reveal how established producers and users are 
jointly engaged in value creation through various collaborations. However, the results also 
indicate that the utilization of user relationships for innovation within these types of 
ecosystems is, to a large extent, a matter of managing tensions emerging within and 
around these collaborations. On a general level, this thesis points to the potential benefits 
of considering producer-user ecosystems as a comprehensive perspective, which may 
explain how companies gain and sustain a competitive edge, rather than one out of many 
approaches that companies can apply in order to leverage user relationships for 
innovation. 
 
Keywords: Producer-user ecosystems, User involvement, Innovation, 
Boundary-spanners, Social networks, Medical technology !
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1 Introduction 
A moment of truth for innovating companies is when a user explores a new product and 
decides whether the product on offer will be useful in attaining the user's goals. Indeed, 
users are in a good position to judge the benefits and drawbacks of a given product in its 
everyday use. If a product does not satisfy the users’ needs, they can express what 
functionality that needs to be improved or added. Hence, timely and reliable information 
about the users’ needs is crucial information to innovating companies and empirical 
research shows that companies can benefit significantly from involving users in the 
creation of innovations (Chatterji and Fabrizio, 2013, 2012, von Hippel, 1986). Users also 
create and develop ideas for innovation on their own and established producers can benefit 
from assimilating and commercializing such ideas (Bogers et al., 2010; von Hippel, 2005). 
Without exaggerating, it can be stated that knowledge originating from users plays a 
central role in companies’ creation of innovations. Another indicator of this claim is the 
fact that many highly innovate companies are making significant investments in strategies, 
organizations, methods, and tools to engage existing and potential future users in the 
innovation process (Hienerth et al., 2013; Keinz et al., 2012; Lüthje and Herstatt, 2004). 
 
Today, some front-running companies are even trying to develop producer-user 
ecosystems, which imply that they are moving beyond occasional user involvement 
practices trying to engage users in a more continuous interaction aiming to improve their 
innovation output, addressing existing and new markets. (Hienerth et al., 2013; Keinz et 
al., 2012). However, even though this development opens up new innovation opportunities 
for companies it is also related to a number of challenges. One such challenge is that it can 
be costly and time consuming for a company to retain and utilize a large number of user 
relationships (Dahlander and Gann, 2010). Indeed, it has been shown that the innovative 
performance of companies can be negatively influenced by an “over-search” for external 
sources of innovation (Laursen and Salter, 2006). Moreover, it can be challenging for 
established producers to align their innovation interests with the innovation interests of 
the users (von Hippel, 2005). Within these ecosystems users are also becoming 
increasingly linked to one another. This might imply that established producers, to a much 
larger extent, must balance stability and change within the ecosystem as they explore and 
utilize new opportunities (Moore, 1993). 
 
Moreover, despite the fact that many companies are becoming more closely linked to their 
users many employees in these companies are dependent on indirect sources of 
information related to the needs of their users, i.e. information provided by colleagues. 
Indeed, it has been shown that an effective and efficient dissemination of external 
information in organizations often is dependent on certain boundary-spanning individuals 
(Whelan et al., 2010; Tushman, 1977). In the same time previous research acknowledges 
that it can be difficult to forward information about the users’ needs (Lüthje et al., 2005; 
von Hippel, 1994). Moreover, it has been argued that technically skilled employees 
frequently avoid finding out about the users’ needs in the development of new products 
(Adams et al., 1998; Veryzer, 1998). Hence, even though many companies actively try to 
establish and sustain producer-user ecosystems there are still numerous question marks 
concerning how companies can leverage user relationships for innovation within such 
ecosystems.  
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This thesis tries to further our understanding of this topic by conducting research within 
two large medical technology companies. The medical technology industry is in general 
interesting for innovation research since it is one of the most innovative industries in the 
world, seen to the number of produced patents1. One explanation to this high innovation 
performance is that established producers and users of medical technology products often 
are intertwined in sustained producer-user ecosystems where they engage in 
collaborations to develop innovations that further the clinical practice. Indeed, a 
substantial body of research has used this empirical setting to investigate producer-user 
collaborations for innovation (Chatterji and Fabrizio, 2013, 2012; Smith and Shah, 2013; 
Lettl et al., 2008; Lettl, 2007; Lilien et al., 2002). The aim of this thesis is therefore to 
explore how companies that are innovating within sustained producer-user ecosystems 
utilize user relationships for the creation of innovations. 
 
This covering paper, together with the five appended articles, makes up this dissertation. 
The covering paper presents an exposition of previous research, leading to the formulation 
of two research questions. Thereafter, the empirical context as well as the applied methods 
is presented together with the limitations of the methods used. Brief summaries of the five 
appended papers are followed by the presentation, analysis and discussion of the results.  
Finally, potential directions for future research are presented. 
 
 
  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 According to Eucomed, the European association for medical technology companies 
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2 Exposition of theory 
As described in the introduction, the aim of this thesis is to explore how companies that 
are innovating within sustained producer-user ecosystems utilize user relationships for the 
creation of innovations. There are several literature streams relevant to this purpose, 
which are reviewed in this chapter. To start with, the importance of user involvement in 
innovation as well as the potential negative side effects of user involvement on innovation 
is presented. Thereafter the shift towards more sustained producer-user ecosystems is 
introduced as well as a development tendency of not only considering the utilization of 
direct user relationships but also the dissemination and internal utilization of user-
information. The fifth and sixth section focuses on the strength and weaknesses of 
different types of relationships and different configurations of relationships, as well as the 
utilization of boundary-spanning roles conducive to the absorption of user-information. 
This exposition of the theory reveals a number of areas where more research is needed and 
at the end of the last sections two research questions are stated.   
 

2.1 User involvement – an important activity in innovation  
Innovation is a highly important component in shaping the corporate ability to gain and 
sustain a competitive edge (McEvily and Chakravarthy 2002; Teece et al. 1997; Nelson and 
Winter 1982). For example, innovative companies show higher market value, excelling 
credit ratings, and are more likely to survive in the market (Cefis and Marsili 2005; 
Czarnitzki and Kraft 2004; Hall 2000). An innovation can be defined as the 
implementation of a new or significantly improved product (goods or service), process, 
marketing method, organizational method, business practice, workplace organization, or 
external relation (Oslo Manual, 3rd Edition, 2005). This thesis limits itself to product 
innovation as occurring through developing new ideas. Furthermore, innovations are often 
categorized as either evolutionary or revolutionary. Evolutionary innovation can be defined 
as continuous and incremental improvements of a company’s existing offering. In 
difference, revolutionary innovations are often defined as more radical or discontinuous 
leaps to novel offerings, addressing entirely new business opportunities. It is rather well 
established that companies need both evolutionary and revolutionary innovations in order 
to sustain a competitive edge over time. Innovations can be the result of companies’ 
investments in internal research and development (R&D) and processes that promote 
innovation. However, relying too much on the internal knowledge base might hinder 
companies from identifying, potentially more valuable knowledge, residing outside of the 
organizations boundaries. Indeed, one prominent development in innovation research and 
practice over the last decades is an increased interest in how innovating companies can tap 
into and utilize external sources of knowledge (West and Bogers, 2013; Laursen and Salter 
2006; Chesbrough 2003). Users are frequently referred to as one external source of 
potentially valuable knowledge (Chatterji and Fabrizio, 2013, 2012; von Hippel, 2005).  
 
A user is often defined as an individual who is currently using or operating a product or 
who has relevant experience of doing so in the past. For example, a user can be a physician 
who is, or has been using a certain product to treat patients. As users operate a certain 
product they might develop needs for a better solution. The abovementioned physician 
might for instance experience that a product is difficult to use or that it has negative side 
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effects for the patients. Rosenberg (1982) referred to this user experience as “learning by 
using” and argued that it was developed through problem solving carried out in the use 
environment by product users. According to ISO 9241-210[1] (2010) user experience can 
be defined as “a person’s perceptions and responses that result from the use or anticipated 
use of a product, system or service”. The ISO definition further states that “user experience 
includes all the users’ emotions, beliefs, preferences, perceptions, physical and 
psychological responses, behaviors and accomplishments that occur before, during and 
after use”. Hence, the need of the user is in its essence information on what the user wants 
to accomplish in a given situation. The combination of information about the users’ needs 
together with information on possible solution information (e.g. information about 
technologies and how they can be applied to satisfy the users’ needs) may result in the 
creation of innovations. It can be argued that all innovations contain both these types of 
knowledge, although their relative proportions may differ.  
 
Previous research shows that users can be motivated by both pecuniary and non-pecuniary 
benefits to share their knowledge, participate in established companies’ innovation 
activities, and innovate on their own (Bogers et al., 2010). This means that users may get 
involved in innovation activities both for monetary compensation and for the satisfaction 
of solving a particular problem. Furthermore, users may get involved in innovation 
activities to enhance their reputation within a certain user community (Shah, 2006). It is 
argued that users are more likely to create and develop, on their own, new solutions that 
are beneficial for themselves and other users rather than developing products that are 
commercially viable (von Hippel, 2005). Many users are developing innovations on their 
own without any involvement of established producers and scholars have argued that we 
are in the midst of a democratization of innovation, which implies an abatement of 
producer-centered innovation processes in favor for user-centered innovation processes 
(von Hippel, 2005).  
 
Nevertheless, users frequently turn to established producers hoping that they will buy their 
intellectual property or support the development and commercialization of their ideas. In 
some cases users even reveal their problems or ideas to established producers for free. This 
is particularly likely to happen if the innovating user is holding certain assets, which could 
be increasing in value by revealing information (Harhoff et al., 2003; Allen, 1983). 
However, in many cases established producers reject investments in users ideas since they 
do not see the commercial value (von Hippel, 2005) or because they perceive that they do 
not have the competencies required to develop and commercialize the idea (Lettl et al., 
2008). It has been shown that when companies invest in revolutionary user ideas, it is 
often the result of an iterative process where the users are gradually providing the 
company with the evidence needed to do the investment (Lettl, 2007). Moreover, recent 
research indicates that it is essential that companies provide users with fair compensations 
for their intellectual property in order to maintain the relationships (Franke et al., 2013).  
 
However, users can also be a source of knowledge from which established producers may 
acquire and utilize information to reduce uncertainty and ambiguity in the innovation 
process (Gruner and Homburg, 2000; Gales and Mansour-Cole, 1995). Recent research 
shows that innovating companies can benefit significantly from involving users in the 
creation and development of innovations. To use an example from the medical technology 
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industry, Chatterji and Fabrizio (2012) analyzed approximately 26000 medical technology 
patents filed in the US between 1990 – 1996 and found that corporate medical technology 
inventions which integrated user-knowledge were of greater importance, contributed to a 
broader set of follow-on technologies, and occurred earlier in the product life cycle than 
other corporate inventions. Moreover, Chatterji and Fabrizio (2013) analyzed a dataset of 
patents disclosed by 128 medical technology companies between the years 1980 and 2002. 
In this study they found that inventive collaborations with users enhanced corporate 
product innovation and that the benefits were greatest in new technology areas and in the 
generation of radical innovation. Even so, the literature is not conclusive regarding how 
companies should involve users in the new product development process. Gales and 
Mansour-Cole (1995) surveyed 44 innovation projects and found that successful 
innovation projects were characterized by an increasing interaction with users over the 
duration of the project. Gruner and Homburg (2000) made a slightly different observation 
surveying 310 machinery manufacturers. They found that the intensity of customer 
interaction in new product development was positively related to project success but that 
this only was true in the early stages and in the later stages (but not in the middle phase). 
Hence, intense user involvement in the later stages of the new product development 
process seems to be an important factor for the new products to be successful. It appears 
more difficult to provide general advice to companies on how they should involve users in 
the early stages of innovation. One explanation of this is that the early stages of innovation 
are generally characterized by uncertainty and ambiguity (Kim and Wilemon, 2002). 
 
Another explanation why the impact of user interaction on innovative performance can be 
difficult to predict is that the users’ knowledge contains tacit components (Lüthje et al., 
2005; von Hippel, 1994). Tacit knowledge is the type of knowledge that derives from 
skillful performance of individuals and is difficult to articulate (Polanyi, 1958). This type of 
knowledge is rooted in people’s actions, procedures, routines, commitments, ideals, values, 
and emotions and it is strongly connected to the specific context where it is developed  
(Nonaka, 1994). Fleck (1997) defines the context by three fundamental elements; 1) 
domains where a particular skill applies, 2) situations where a particular skill is applied, 
and 3) the immediate environment (milieux) in which the skill is applied. An example of 
the healthcare context could be a physician in a Swedish hospital (domain) who uses a 
specific instrument during surgery (situation) that must be sterilized in a laboratory 
(milieux) prior to surgery. Hence, in established markets, unique skills and experiences 
related to the use of the company’s products are heterogeneously distributed among users. 
Information deriving from sources of tacit knowledge is sometimes referred to as “sticky” 
information. Information stickiness is “the incremental expenditure required to transfer a 
unit of information to a specified locus in a form usable by a given information seeker” 
(von Hippel, 1994, p. 430). Although tacit knowledge originating from users is costly and 
difficult for employees to embody, scholars argue that this type of knowledge is one of the 
most strategically important resources for companies as it is difficult to imitate and 
relatively immobile (Grant, 1996).  
 
One way in which companies can increase the likelihood of successful user involvement in 
the creation and development of innovations is by applying appropriate methods and tools. 
In the early stages of innovation, companies often apply methods and tools to identify the 
users needs deriving from components of tacit knowledge. For example, ethnographic and 
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emphatic approaches have been used to study users in their context (Leonard and Rayport, 
1997) or ”probe and learn” methods where users are asked to provide feedback on 
immature prototypes (Lynn et al., 1996). Another method, which has been successfully 
used by many companies in the early stages of innovation, is the so-called lead-user 
method (Lüthje and Herstatt, 2004). Moreover, innovating companies are elaborating with 
company-hosted user-communities (Schau et al., 2009) and tool-kits for user innovation 
(von Hippel, 2001). In the later stages of the new product development process companies 
can apply different types of concept testing and evaluation methods together with users 
and potential customers (Kaulio, 1998).  
 
However, previous research also shows that there are a rather limited number of users who 
are able to contribute to the development of more revolutionary innovations. Von Hippel 
(1986) showed how so-called lead-users played important roles in the exploration and 
exploitation of opportunities for more revolutionary innovations. Lead-users are users who 
experience strong needs for a new solution, which will eventually become common in a 
marketplace and they will benefit significantly from such solution (von Hippel, 1986). 
Lillien et al. (2002) investigated 47 innovation projects and found that lead-user 
integration had a positive influence on innovative performance. Moreover, Gruner and 
Homburg (2000) showed that new product development projects benefit from involving 
customers with lead-user characteristics. They also showed the importance of the customer 
being economically valuable and being committed to the company. Moreover, it has been 
argued that being ahead of a market trend seems to be related to “extreme” usage 
experience which has been shown in, for example, the kite-surfing industry (Franke et al., 
2006) and the medical technology industry  (Lüthje et al., 2003). Moreover, Schreier et al., 
(2007) showed that extreme sport users with lead-users characteristics also tend to be 
early adopters of new products. Hence, they showed that the lead-user construct may also 
be relevant for the diffusion of new products. Moreover, Lettl (2007) investigated five 
radical innovation projects in the medical technology industry and found how users 
invented radically new technologies that eventually became acquired and commercialized 
by established producers. Lettl (2007) referred to these users as “technology lead-users” as 
they adopted new technologies earlier than established producers and peer users. These 
users had a strong intrinsic motivation, a high tolerance for ambiguity, an open attitude 
towards new technology, high competence in their user domain, access to technical know-
how, and resources for research. Previous research shows how companies can find these 
rare subjects by systematically searching within their user community (von Hippel et al., 
2009). 
 
In summary, established producers may benefit significantly from engaging their users in 
the innovation process but there tend to be only a limited number of users who has the 
ability to actively contribute to the creation of more revolutionary innovations. However, 
user involvement is also related to a number of potentially negative side effects. These 
downsides are presented in the following section. 
 

2.2 Can user involvement threat innovation? 
Although the lion’s share of the literature displays how companies can benefit from 
involving users in the innovation process previous research also reveals that user 
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involvement can be a threat to innovation. To start with, the literature on open innovation 
reveals how companies can “over-search” for external information. For example, Laursen 
and Salter (2006) conducted an extensive study of 2707 UK manufacturing companies and 
showed that searching widely and deeply for external sources of innovation is curvilinear 
related to innovative performance. Moreover, Menon and Pfeffer (2003) suggested that 
companies tend to over-value and over-use external knowledge, certainly when compared 
to the large amounts of internal knowledge, from which value could be more easily derived. 
It is argued that it is more difficult to assess the value of external ideas rather than internal 
ideas since it is more difficult to get first hand information required to evaluate external 
ideas. Moreover, there are costs related to the involvement of external actors. Such costs 
can for instance be the cost of coordination of people with different goals and incentives 
and maintaining a large number of external relationships. Moreover, costs are also 
associated with the risk of external collaborators starting to act opportunistically or with 
the risk of leaking sensitive internal information to competitors (Dahlander and Gann, 
2010). Hagedoorn (2003) showed in addition that there is also a risk for emerging conflicts 
between the company and external actors regarding the ownership of new ideas. These 
potentially negative side effects are inherent to all types of external collaboration. 
However, there are some potentially negative side effects, which are more directly related 
to the involvement of users in innovation activities. 
 
Revenue streams from profitable customers are resources, which companies carefully 
manage, control, and sustain. This applies in particular to publicly traded companies 
where the stakeholders, on a quarterly basis, hold the CEO accountable for the revenue 
streams. As a consequence, many established producers have strong incentives to pursue 
incremental improvements of existing offerings meeting the needs of closely tied and 
profitable customers more adequately than the competition (Christensen, 1997). It is 
argued that one part of this problem is that senior managers cannot recognize the value of 
highly novel ideas because they are so strongly focused on their current customers rather 
than potential future customers (Henderson, 2006). Danneels (2004) argue that 
marketing competencies that have been developed through experience with current 
technology may not be appropriate to assess the value of highly novel technologies. For this 
reason, senior teams are rarely provided with relevant information about the users’ needs 
to make decisions on investments in new technologies. Hence, it is argued that the 
involvement of users that are also customers is related to the risk of being too focused on 
satisfying those customers’ needs and therefore may fail in responding to emerging 
revolutionary technologies or the input from innovation oriented users. A large number of 
articles elaborate on various approaches that companies can apply in order to avoid this 
from happening. One solution is that companies retain close relationships to existing 
closely tied customers by the means of evolutionary innovation and simultaneously 
identifies and involve other, more innovation-oriented, users, to develop revolutionary 
innovations (Christensen and Raynor, 2003, Danneels, 2003). Another solution is that 
companies develop certain co-creation capabilities, which allows them to explore and 
develop more revolutionary ideas with closely tied customers (Fredberg and Piller, 2011).  
 
However, even if companies are aware of the benefits of user involvement for innovation, 
there is an inherent risk that attempts to engage users will fail. As pointed out by von 
Hippel (1986), far from all users possess the ability to contribute to innovation. Von Hippel 
argues that users can be functionally fixed to the current use-context and are therefore 
unable to contribute to novel ideas, which require the whole context to be changed. 
Moreover, it can be difficult for users to evaluate novel ideas in the absence of reference 
products (Veryzer, 1998). Users may also be hesitant to contribute to the development of 
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novel ideas, as they might fear switching costs and obsolescence of their existing 
knowledge (Ram and Sheth, 1989). Previous research also shows that it can be costly and 
difficult for companies to identify users who possess relevant knowledge and who can 
actually contribute to the creation of innovations (von Hippel et al., 2009). There is also an 
inherent risk that companies are collaborating with “fake” lead-users who only represent a 
small niche-market, which does not meet expectations for revenue (Enkel et al., 2005).  
 
In summary, it has been shown that innovating companies can benefit significantly from 
involving users in the creation of innovations and that companies can take certain actions 
to increase the likelihood to succeed in their user involvement activities. However, user 
involvement activities are also related to a number of potentially negative side effects to 
innovating companies. In order to fully capture the innovation potential that resides with 
the users some front-running companies are trying to develop more sustained producer-
user ecosystems for innovation. The following section presents these advancements.  
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2.3 Towards sustained producer-user ecosystems  
Resent research acknowledges that some companies are today moving beyond the 
occasional involvement of users in innovation activities striving to establish sustained 
producer-user ecosystems (Hienerth et al., 2013; Keinz et al., 2012). Hienerth et al. (2013) 
propose that within these ecosystems established companies together with lead-users and 
other users constantly extend product lines addressing existing and new markets. This 
development also implies that producers are trying to extend the users’ design space. 
Moreover, they argue that within these ecosystems established producers act as corporate 
business incubators, supporting users’ entrepreneurial initiatives related to the company’s 
products, and producer and users jointly contribute to self-reinforcing processes which 
create buzz and an awareness of novel ideas and products. Even so, it can be argued that 
the definition of producer-user ecosystems is still to be regarded as an open question. 
Nevertheless, previous research provides us with some guidance on what these ecosystems 
are and how they function. In particular, research on business ecosystems, user 
innovation, and user communities can provide some clarity. 
 
Drawing on co-evolution in natural and social systems, Moore (1993) argued in his seminal 
work that producers often co-evolve with their business partners. This conceptualization 
essentially proposes that there is an interplay going on where changes in the producer’s 
configuration of resources and competencies set the stage for changes in the partner 
configuration. Moreover, he proposed that when the environment changes drastically these 
business ecosystems may collapse and new ecosystems may emerge with previously 
marginal players at the center. Moore (1993) elaborates on how business ecosystems are 
established, developed, and re-created over time. At the birth of an ecosystem it is argued 
that producers bet on promising ideas that may lead to revolutionary products. In this 
phase established a producer also explores appropriate customer values and develops a 
business model that can serve the potential market. Thereafter the producer goes through 
an expansion phase competing against other ecosystems to control strategic markets in 
order to obtain a leader position with a robust community of suppliers. At this stage the 
producer has proficient control over investment directions and technical standards within 
the ecosystem and can maintain bargaining power by controlling key elements of value. 
Eventually, the producer reaches a phase where they have to identify new trends that may 
re-invent the ecosystem and manage to balance stability and change in the ecosystem. 
However, the literature on business ecosystems is not explicitly focused on producers and 
users.  
 
One argument to address producer-user ecosystems more specifically is that it may take us 
closer to the source of innovation. As proposed by von Hippel (2005) it is likely that 
individual users, rather than producers, will first recognize problems or shortcomings with 
a company’s current products. As already mentioned, when users experience a problem 
with a product they can take several different actions. They may for example ignore the 
problem, freely reveal the problem to the producer, try to initiate a co-development project 
with the producer, or start a new competing venture where they capitalize on the problems 
with current solutions. There is also an inherent risk that users insights and developments 
end up in the hands of competitors to established producers. All these different actions 
have different implications for the ecosystem and it illuminates that users are much less 
rational than many other business partners. Most business partners tend to follow a rather 
simple logic: I pay you to deliver a service to me so that I can satisfy the needs of my 
customers. In difference, users do not by default provide established producers with their 
knowledge in return for economic compensation (Bogers et al., 2010). From a producer 
perspective, users are thus potentially valuable, yet potentially irrational and ambiguous 
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suppliers of knowledge and it is difficult for companies to obtain a robust community of 
users that supply the company with knowledge. 
 
Another reason to pay specific attention to producer-user ecosystems is that users of a 
particular product tend to develop relationships to other users with whom they share a 
common interest in a product. Such user communities are not restrained to a particular 
business partner but focused around a particular product or brand, which they want to 
further (Keinz et al., 2012; Füller et al., 2008). Similar observation have been made in 
research on communities of practice were people gather in informally constituted networks 
of shared practices, collaborating to achieve a certain goal (Wenger and Snyder, 2000; 
Brown and Duguid, 1991). Indeed, Hienerth et al., (2013) argue that the triggering of user-
to-user interaction is an important part in the efforts of producers to establish this type of 
ecosystems. This also implies that it becomes increasingly important for established 
producers to interact with users who can influence the opinions and actions of other users 
(Keinz et al., 2012). These opinion-leading users may influence the general attitude among 
users towards the producer and play important roles in promoting and justifying 
improvement, innovation initiatives, and new products. Indeed, Keinz et al. (2012) 
revealed how some producers try to proactively target the best-networked users and try to 
tie them to the company by inviting them to test new products. Hence, producers have to 
make sure that central users continue to use the company’s products and that they stays in 
the user community. Oh and Jeon (2007) argue that there is an inherent risk that once a 
central user leaves a community, other users will follow, which may result in a herding-out 
effect that eventually may lead to the breakdown of the user community. This risk is 
particularly high if users can choose between several different products and user 
communities with similar features.  
 
The increased interconnection between users also makes it more difficult for established 
producers to isolate closely tied customers from the development of revolutionary 
innovations together with more loosely tied users, as suggested by for instance Christensen 
and Raynor (2003). Indeed, such interconnectivity can be highly beneficial if the closely 
tied customers and innovation-oriented users have an aligned innovation agenda. 
However, these user relationships can also pose a threat to companies innovation efforts if 
collaborations with innovation-oriented users have potentially negative consequences for 
companies closely tied customers. Moreover, as pointed out by Dahlander and Gann 
(2010), the engagement of many users can have negative side effects like for instance 
knowledge leakage and high coordination costs. Furthermore, it can be argued that a too 
unilateral focus on innovation collaborations with closely tied customers may have a 
negative influence on the incentives to innovate among other users in the user community.  
 
Moore (1993) argue that when companies reaches a phase where they have to identify a 
new trend in order to sustain the ecosystem they have to balance stability and change 
within the ecosystem. Indeed, recent research indicates that the alignment of the users’ 
solution space with corporate strategy is argued to be one of the most prominent 
challenges in the development of producer-user ecosystems (Hienerth et al., 2013). One 
central aspect in the alignment of producers’ and users’ interests is the distribution and 
execution of power. Kanter (1983, p. 216) puts forward a rather extreme view on this topic 
arguing that “What it takes to get the innovative organization up and running is essentially 
the same two things all vehicles need: a person in the driver’s seat and a source of power”. 
However, more recent research display that it can be difficult for companies to apply 
traditional managerial approaches in producer-user collaborations since the modes of 
control differ significantly between the company and the user community (Dahlander and 
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Magnusson, 2005). There is an inherent risk that users will abandon established producers 
who try to control them in an unfair way. Indeed, studies on user communities show that 
much of the exchanges taking place are based on “relational contracts” between the 
members. These contracts are dependent on shared norms and values, trust, and 
reciprocity (O’Mahony and Ferraro, 2007; Demil and Lecocq, 2006). Moreover, Gruner 
and Homburg (2000) showed that engaging users who were strongly committed to the 
company positively influenced innovative performance.  
 
Recent research on producer-user ecosystems propose that companies operating within 
this context may balance stability and change by shifting parts of the responsibilities from 
top management to middle management or to selected employees who can work actively 
with users over longer periods of time (Hienerth et al., 2013; Keinz et al., 2012). It is 
argued that such decentralization promotes organizational flexibility and responsiveness 
allowing the company to maintain a productive and healthy producer–user ecosystem. 
Moreover, its is argued that companies’ ability to leverage user relationships is not solely 
dependent on the utilization of direct user interactions, but also on the ability of companies 
to disseminate and utilize user-information internally (Hienerth et al., 2013, Keinz et al., 
2012). Hence, the following section further elaborates on the dissemination and utilization 
of user-information within established companies.   
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2.4 Internal dissemination and utilization of user-information  
Cohen and Levinthal (1990) argue that companies benefit from developing their absorptive 
capacity, which is the ability to recognize the value of new information, assimilate it, and 
apply it for commercial ends. Furthermore, they point out that certain organizational 
practices contribute to the identification of new external sources of information. In 
addition, other organizational practices enhance the efficiency of internal dissemination of 
this information. They refer to these practices as inward-looking and outward-looking 
absorptive capacity and theorize that these dimensions are closely interrelated and 
therefore should also be jointly addressed. Zahra and George (2002) extend this work, 
arguing that companies can be proficient in acquiring and disseminating external 
information (referred to as potential absorptive capacity) but at the same time lack the 
ability to transform and exploit this information (referred to as realized absorptive 
capacity). This theoretical reasoning has recently found support in empirical research. Foss 
et al. (2011) show in a study of 169 Danish companies that the correlation between 
customer interaction and innovative performance was mediated by several internal 
organizational practices. The internal organizational practices addressed in this particular 
study were vertical and lateral communication, rewarding employees for sharing and 
acquiring knowledge, and high levels of delegation of decision rights. These results are 
much in line with other empirical research showing that intra-organizational 
communication mediates the correlation between knowledge and product innovation 
performance (Tsai 2001, Hansen 1999). More generally, the idea that companies acting in 
complex and dynamic markets benefit from creating decentralized organizations 
characterized by extensive communication has been promoted by several scholars (Ibarra, 
1993; Burns and Stalker, 1961). Hence, previous research provides rather strong 
arguments that companies have to consider the utilization of direct user relationships as 
well as their ability to disseminate and utilize user-information internally.  
 
However, the existing literature is somewhat inconsistent regarding what organizational 
practices that contribute to the dissemination and utilization of user-information for 
different types of innovation. For example, in the abovementioned study of Foss et al., 
(2011) innovative performance was measured as innovation capacity and profitability. 
Hence, this paper does not distinguish between evolutionary and revolutionary 
innovations. Moreover, this study do not separate between user involvement and customer 
involvement. This is important since the person that is buying a particular product is not 
necessarily the most proficient user of that product. Moreover, a rather extensive body of 
literature shows how the communication between R&D employees and marketers has a 
positive influence on the performance of new product development projects (Leenders and 
Wierenga, 2002; Griffin and Hauser, 1996). However, this research is not explicitly 
focused on inter-organizational practices allowing companies to leverage user knowledge 
for innovation. Instead it is focused on the integration of general market or customer 
information. This is an important notion since there are scholars arguing that a strong 
market orientation may prevent companies from addressing more revolutionary 
innovations (Henderson, 2006; Christensen and Bower, 1996).  
 
Indeed, previous research shows that employees’ acquisition of information about the 
users’ needs differs from the acquisition of more general market information. As pointed 
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out by Adams et al., (1998), R&D employees often rely on easily accessible general market 
information rather than finding out about the problems users are actually encountering. 
This implies that individuals’ search for information is limited by the information they can 
actually access, their cognitive abilities, and the amount of time they have to find relevant 
information (Simon, 1972). Hence, employees will seek a course of action that is 
satisfactory or “good enough” rather than trying to find optimal information. Adams et al. 
(1998) argue that a course of action is satisfactory if it is practical and fulfills some 
minimally acceptable criteria derived from the corporate expectations. Another 
explanation why employees fail in accessing the users’ knowledge is that it contains tacit 
components, which imply that it is more difficult and costly to transfer between individuals 
(von Hippel, 1994).  
 
Moreover, the ability of companies to recognize the value of new information, assimilate it, 
and apply it to commercial ends is dependent on the prior knowledge and experience of the 
employees (Argote and Miron-Spektor, 2011; Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). Bogers and 
Lhuillery (2011) analyzed data of 2497 manufacturing companies from the Swiss 
Innovation Survey conducted in 1993 and displayed how companies can benefit from 
articulating different intra-organizational sources of absorptive capacity in order to absorb 
different types of external information. This notion is also supported in a recent review of 
1213 articles in the absorptive capacity literature arguing that research in this field should 
be more explicit about what kind of knowledge is being absorbed (Volberda et al., 2010). 
These, achievements indicate that it is important to consider employees experience of 
using (the company’s) products when considering its ability to absorb user-information. 
Interestingly, Lane and Lubatkin (1998) showed empirically how the relative similarity 
between companies affected their ability to value, assimilate, and commercialize the other 
company’s knowledge. Moreover, von Hippel (1994) argue that when costs of transferring 
information are a significant component of a particular problem-solving activity the 
problem solving activity will be carried out at the locus of “sticky information”. These 
results indicate that the relative similarity between the producers and users experience of 
using certain products influences how the producer absorb user-information. 
 
In summary, companies’ utilization of user relationships is dependent, not only on their 
ability to create value in the direct interaction with users, but also on their ability to 
disseminate and utilize user-information internally. However, there are some concerns 
whether the same organizational practices, which promote the dissemination and 
utilization of general market information, also provide employees with valuable insights 
about the users’ needs? As more companies are becoming closely tied to their user 
communities and engaged in producer-user ecosystems it becomes increasingly important 
to understand what inter-organizational practices that are actually contributing to the 
dissemination and utilization of user-information and how these practices can be 
developed. The utilization of direct user relationships as well as the dissemination and 
internal utilization of user-information is both dependent of those relationships that acts 
as conduits for this particular information. Hence, the following section further introduces 
how different types of relationships may provide access to different types of information.  
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2.5 Adopting a relational view 
The two previous chapters stressed the importance of considering employees’ relationships 
conducive to user-information. Indeed, interpersonal relationships and social networks 
have received significant attention in organizational research over the last decades 
(Borgatti and Foster, 2003; Tichy et al., 1979). In this research organizations are 
understood as systems built up by relationships between people, groups, and other 
organizations where relationships function as conduits through which information flows. 
One explanation why a relational perspective is interesting is that it provides opportunities 
to investigate not only formal, but also more informal relationships between people. As 
early as the late sixties, Allen and Cohen (1969) recognized how employees established and 
maintained their own contacts and sources of information. These differed many times from 
the formal relationships proposed by senior management. Moreover, it has been argued 
that in an increasingly globalized and knowledge intensive world, formal channels of 
communication rarely reflect actual working relationships between people (Cross et al., 
2002). Hence, a challenge to many companies is to successfully establish, utilize, and 
maintain the informal information exchange of their employees (Allen et al., 2007; Cross 
and Parker, 2004; Hansen et al., 1999). This certainly includes interpersonal relationships, 
which serve as communication channels for specific information on the needs of the users. 
 
Granovetter (1973) defined relationship strength as a function of three factors: 1) 
frequency of contact, 2) reciprocity (for instance favors and obligations), and 3) friendship. 
Hence, strong relationships are frequent contacts that have friendly overtones and may 
include reciprocal favors. Contrasting this, weak relationships are infrequent contacts, 
which do not necessarily have an affective content. Strong social relationships are also 
characterized by congruency, which imply that people learn about one another and about 
the nature of the relationship. Ring and Van de Ven (1994) argued that congruency could 
be understood as a sense-making process, which results in establishing psychological 
contracts between people. They describe this congruency process as a cumulative process 
where trust and an understanding of the relationship are developed over time. 
Furthermore, they emphasize that these types of social-psychological processes take far 
longer to develop than what is commonly acknowledged in transaction economics (e.g. 
Williamson, 1975). 
 
A central component in relationships is trust. One definition of trust is that it is ”the 
expectation that a partner will not engage in opportunistic behavior, even in the face of 
countervailing short-term incentives…and uncertainty about long-term benefits” (Chiles 
and McMackin, 1996, p. 85). To give an example, Allen (1977) reported that R&D workers 
developed trust-based relationships with colleagues whom they collaborated with. The 
R&D workers were five times more likely to turn to these colleagues for advice than to 
alternative information sources (both other persons and data). Other research supports 
these observations: strong relationships appear to guarantee greater accessibility and 
helpfulness (Krackhardt, 1992). As trust-based relationships enable people to learn more 
about each other, they may also decrease the risk of information asymmetry (Uzzi, 1997). 
In general, people are more willing to both give and receive useful knowledge if they think 
they can trust the other party (Zaheer et al., 1998).  
 
Previous research reveals that strong relationships between people have a number of 
positive effects on information exchange. It has been shown that close relationships can be 
a source of novel information, especially if the transferred information is of a more 
complex character and if the knowledge contains tacit components (Hansen, 1999). As 
already mentioned, user knowledge is likely to contain tacit components as it is specifically 
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derived from the users experience of using existing products. Moreover, closely linked 
people engaging in collaborations are less likely to be opportunistic in the short term if 
doing so reduces their opportunities for profitable future collaborations (Fudenberg and 
Tirole, 1991). However, there is a risk that employees become too focused on the 
knowledge and information residing within strong user relationships and miss out on 
novel information, either residing in weak relationships or in relationships with potential 
future users. Some scholars argue that novel information mainly originates from more 
peripheral relationships while closer relationships conserve already existing knowledge 
(Krackhardt, 1992; Granovetter, 1973). For instance, Granovetter (1973) showed in his 
seminal work on job-changers, that people with many sporadic relationships were most 
likely to receive novel information eventually resulting in a new job offering. He concluded 
that the maintenance of these weak relationships can be very important for discovering 
new opportunities. Burt (2004) expanded this notion by showing how managers in a 
brokerage position are more likely to express ideas and to have ideas evaluated as valuable 
and, by contrast, less likely to have ideas dismissed (note: a broker typically has a large 
number of weak, non-redundant relationships). Moreover, access to information, from a 
large number of people can also increases an actors knowledge of a systems power 
distribution, which in turn may imply that he or she can more easily get things done and 
exercise power within the system (Krackhardt, 1990). 
 
Despite the substantial research that has investigated the role of inter-personal 
relationships and their effects on business activities, it is not entirely clear what the most 
beneficial relationship configuration for innovation is in terms of internal and external 
relationships conducive to user-information. Kogut and Zander (1992) stated that 
information sharing is more likely to occur between individuals from units, which are 
sharing a common identity. This is, however, contradicted by more recent research arguing 
that individuals tend to value the knowledge held by external actors as more special and 
unique, as compared with internal actors (Menon and Pfeffer, 20o3). Both these 
contradictory observations possibly reconcilable by introducing the factors of perceived 
relevance, credibility and utility of the information obtained, as shown in a study of 
information sharing between marketing and R&D managers (Moenaert and Souder, 1996). 
In line with these findings, it has been shown that individual’s search for information 
within their relationships is a function of: (i) the extent to which a person knows and 
values the expertise of another, (ii) the accessibility of a person, and (iii) the potential costs 
incurred in seeking information from a person (Borgatti and Cross, 2003, p. 432). 
Nevertheless, the literature is not conclusive on how innovating employees use their 
personal relationships to acquire and utilize information about users’ needs.   
 
In summary, companies acting in producer-user ecosystems may improve their innovation 
performance by establishing and utilizing direct and indirect user relationships. However, 
different types of relationships provide different benefits and drawbacks in terms of 
providing employees with timely and reliable information about the users’ needs. Hence, in 
order to understand how companies leverage user relationships for innovation within 
sustained producer-user ecosystems, there is a need to further investigate how individual 
employees within such companies actually utilize user relationships for the creation of 
innovations. Hence, the following research question is formulated:  
 
Research question 1: How do company employees utilize user relationships for the 
creation of innovations within sustained producer-user ecosystems? 
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Moreover, acknowledging that the dissemination and utilization of user-information 
impact the corporate ability to leverage user relationships for innovation it follows that 
there are genuine concerns on how companies that are innovating within sustained 
producer-user ecosystems can best organize and manage the producer-user interface. 
Previous research shows that the dissemination and utilization of external information in 
organizations often is dependent on a limited number of individuals occupying boundary-
spanning roles. Therefore, such roles are further described and elaborated on in the 
following chapter.  
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2.6 Boundary-spanners of user-information 
It is widely accepted that the behavior of boundary-spanning individuals influences both 
the effectiveness and the efficiency of the corporate dissemination and utilization of 
external information (Whelan et al., 2010; MacDonald and Williams, 1994; Tushman, 
1977). A boundary-spanner can generally be defined as a person who holds a position 
where he or she is linking external sources of information to internal actors. As boundary 
spanners connect actors’ knowledge across boundaries, it is essential that they establish 
and maintain personal relationships and that they have the ability to translate information 
from people on one side of the boundary so that it makes sense to the people on the other 
side of the boundary. In the early works on boundary-spanners and technological 
gatekeepers (Allen, 1969), there was a mutual emphasis on these individuals’ external and 
internal relationships. However, these roles seem to have undergone a transformation as 
information has become easier to access through Internet. It is thus argued that 
technological gatekeepers today are primarily focused on verification, translation, and 
internalization of external information, partly accessed through Internet (Whelan et al., 
2010). Nevertheless, Whelan et al., (2010) confirms that the role of boundary-spanning 
individuals is still highly relevant today. 
 
One central question in the research on boundary-spanners is how these roles emerge 
within organizations. Nochur and Allen (1992) argued that it is difficult to appoint 
technological gatekeepers in the organization and that these positions often remain 
unrealized or, when occupied, are not fulfilling their potential.  The main reason for this is 
that the external or internal communication networks, the existence of which is required 
for a gatekeeper to become successful, are often lacking. More optimistic voices maintain 
that it is nevertheless possible to create formally described job descriptions based on the 
characteristics of these informal roles (MacDonald and Williams, 1994). For example, as 
shown by Dahlander and Wallin (2006) companies are assigning employees to operate 
within the user community and capture developments. Also, research related to the 
integration of marketing and R&D units, highlights that this interface can benefit from 
management promoting dyadic relationships between certain R&D and marketing 
employees (Griffin and Hauser, 1996). At the same time, it is emphasized that it can be 
difficult to control how individual gatekeepers establish and maintain their internal and 
external relationships. Thus, the literature appears to be consistent: management can 
appoint individuals to occupy boundary-spanning roles but the realization of these roles is 
strongly dependent on social networking skills.  
 
This raises an equally interesting question: who should management appoint to occupy the 
role as boundary-spanners of user-information? Previous research on technological 
gatekeepers reveals that it is often more senior people who occupy these roles for the 
simple reason that it takes time to establish the internal and external relationships 
required to be a proficient gatekeeper. From research on integration between departments 
of marketing and R&D one efficient approach emanated: appoint employees within the 
different departments who are then simultaneously provided with a joint responsibility for 
a project (Griffin and Hauser, 1996). Keinz (2012) argues that employees who are 
responsible for the company’s user involvement practices are also suitable to disseminate 
user-information. This notion is also supported by other scholars arguing that it is 
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essential that such employees have the ability to draw on new and different types of 
knowledge rather than narrowly focusing on the current usage and markets. Such abilities 
can subsequently also be used to broaden the thinking and perspectives of their colleagues 
(Colarelli et al., 2001; Lynn, 1993). Indeed, previous research shows that one positive effect 
of having boundary-spanning individuals with extensive networks is that they can catalyze 
and facilitate more new interactions across the boundary they are spanning (Griffin and 
Hauser, 1996). It is thus important that these individuals have an orientation towards 
connecting and coordinating people in their social networks rather than simply benefiting 
personally from the brokerage position in terms of increased control, information 
advantage, and power (Burt, 1992). In line with this, Obstfeldt (2005) showed empirically 
how organizations can benefit from having employees who are connecting and 
coordinating colleagues in their social networks. 
 
However, it can certainly be questioned if a person with knowledge mainly derived from 
indirect usage experience has the necessary ability to translate user-information in a 
useful, explanatory and satisfactory way to his or her colleagues. Indeed, previous research 
shows how innovating employees tend to seek information pertinent to novel ideas directly 
from external sources (Tushman and Katz, 1980). Hence, if the appointed boundary-
spanners do not possess in-depth knowledge about the users’ needs, innovating employees 
might search for other sources of user knowledge. Consequently, as companies are 
becoming more closely linked to their user communities there is an inherent risk (or 
opportunity) that employees will turn directly to users. One risk is that employees who are 
not capable of interacting with users are starting to contact users on their own which might 
hurt the producer-user relationship. Furthermore, it can be questioned if it is cost effective 
to provide all employees with direct links to users? For companies that are experimenting 
with sustained producer-user ecosystems one potential way to establish boundary-
spanning roles conducive to information about the users’ need could be to employ and 
integrate certain users. Employed users understand the language, share the mental models 
with other users and could thus, at least in theory, be made responsible for managing the 
user-interface. However, there is some skepticism towards this approach. For example, 
Lettl (2007) concluded based on a multiple case study in the medical technology industry 
that employed physicians were not accepted by practicing physicians; they rather preferred 
to collaborate with engineers who possess a basic understanding of the clinical context. 
Moreover, Katz and Allen (1982) showed how R&D employees were reluctant towards 
ideas that are invented outside their own unit and described this phenomenon as a “not-
invented-here” syndrome. Hence, some R&D employees might be skeptical towards 
employed users since they possess knowledge that is developed outside the company. 
Hence, the literature is still ambiguous on how boundary-spanning roles for the 
dissemination of user-information need to be structured and defined in companies that are 
innovating within sustained producer-user ecosystems. A more profound understanding of 
such roles would increase our understanding of how companies that are innovating within 
this context can leverage the knowledge of their users into profitable new innovations. In 
order to further our understanding on this matter this thesis addresses the following 
research question. 
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Research question 2: What critical considerations can be identified in the establishment 
and utilization of boundary-spanning roles conducive to the absorption of user-
information within sustained producer-user ecosystems?  
 
This thesis asserts that one interesting context to address the proposed research question 
is the medical technology industry. Established medical technology companies are often 
developing highly innovative products in a close collaboration with their users. Hence, this 
is an interesting context to study how employees operating within sustained producer-user 
ecosystems are leveraging direct and indirect user relationships for innovation. The 
empirical context is further introduced in the following chapter.  
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3 Empirical context: the medical technology industry 
The research presented in this thesis was conducted in the medical technology industry. 
This chapter provides a brief introduction of this empirical context and explains some of 
the characteristics making it an interesting context to investigate the proposed research 
questions. To start with, medical technology (or medical devices as it is also referred to) 
can be defined as: 
 
 "Any instrument, apparatus, appliance, software, material or other article, whether used 
alone or in combination, including the software intended by its manufacturer to be used 
specifically for diagnostic and/or therapeutic purposes and necessary for its proper 
application, intended by the manufacturer to be used for human beings.”2  
 
According to Eucomed, the European association for medical technology companies, the 
global market size for medical technology is approximately € 330 billion. Although 95 % of 
the medical technology companies in Europe are small- or medium-sized, it is the large 
companies that represent the majority of the industry’s turnover. One typical characteristic 
of the medical technology industry is that it is highly innovative. For example, in 2013 
more than 10 000 patent applications were filed at the European Patent Office in the field. 
This was more than in any other technical field according to Eucomed. Medical technology 
innovations are often developed in close collaboration with users (Chatterji and Fabrizio, 
2013, 2012; Rosenberg et al., 1995). As already pointed out, the benefits of inventive 
collaborations with users tend to be most notable in the development of new technologies 
and in the creation and development of radical innovations (Chatterji and Fabrizio, 2013). 
However, Gelijns et al., (2013) showed in a study of left ventricular assist devices that 
medical devices are characterized by a high degree of post-introduction innovation and 
“learning by using”. They showed that the cost-effectiveness ratio of the particular device 
decreased from around $600 000 per life year saved (based on results from the first 
clinical trial) to around $100 000 within a rather short time period. Hence, established 
medical technology companies have strong economic incentives to also engage users in 
incremental product development as it can drastically increase the cost-effectiveness of 
new products.  
 
Users of medical technology products are often highly trained and they often become 
aware of the problems with existing products. In many cases they also possess knowledge 
to generate and develop new solutions. For instance, Lüthje (2003) reported that 22% out 
of 262 German university surgeons were developing or improving medical equipment for 
subsequent use in their own practices. Moreover, many healthcare systems are becoming 
increasingly dependent on technology advancements in order to increasing value for 
patients, i.e. healthcare outcome achieved in relation to the money spent. This 
development implies that more and more healthcare professional are engaged in 
technology and product development as it represents fundamental means to further the 
clinical practice. Being involved in the development of new technologies and products may 
also result in professional recognition in the form of publications and in the form of !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!According to Eucomed, the European association for medical technolo 
gy companies!
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increased prestige among other physicians. However, as shown by Lettl et al., (2008) 
innovating healthcare professionals are often dependent on established producers in order 
to develop and commercialize their ideas.  
 
Rosenberg et al., (1995) stated that these intertwined interests in new products are 
conducive for ongoing innovation processes. Blume (1992) even argues that this 
innovation process is not taking place in a traditional market (where buyers’ and sellers’ 
interests are assumed to be opposed) but rather in an inter-organizational field. It is also 
very common that established medical technology companies are collaborating with 
physicians who are also opinion leaders in the commercialization of new products 
(Rosenberg et al., 1995). Moreover, Smith and Shah (2013) show how some established 
medical technology companies are acting as corporate venture capitalists making 
investments in user initiated start-ups (and other types of start-ups). In their study, 4 large 
medical technology companies had invested approximately $589 million between 1978 and 
2007 in 128 medical technology start-ups. Physicians founded 51% of these start-ups. 
Moreover, it is common that established medical technology companies are sponsoring 
users who are conducting research related to the companies’ products. Indeed, recent 
research shows that collaborations with academic partners can have a positive influence on 
the innovative performance of companies. For example, Jong and Slavova (2014) analyzed 
a dataset containing 160 UK biotechnology companies and found that collaborations with 
academic partners positively affected the companies innovative performance and in 
particular the development of radical innovations.  
 
Hence, applying the definition proposed by Hienerth et al., (2013), it is seen that 
established medical technology companies innovate within partly or fully developed 
producer-user ecosystems, which are more or less sustainable. In this respect established 
medical technology companies differs from many other companies where producer-user 
ecosystems are seen as one out of many possible user involvement strategies (Keinz et al., 
2012). However, taking this in consideration, studies in established medical technology 
companies can be understood as probes that that may further our general understanding of 
how user relationships can be utilized in order to sustain producer-user ecosystems. The 
following chapter introduces the methodology applied to answer the proposed research 
questions.  
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4 Methodology 
This chapter provides an overview of the research projects, the research designs, and the 
methods used to answer the proposed research questions. Moreover, it elaborates on the 
validity and reliability of the applied methods and provides some reflections on the 
research process in this thesis. However, I start with a brief introduction to my ontological 
and epistemological position. 
 

4.1 Ontological and epistemological position 
In the scientific community there are different opinions about the nature of reality and the 
role of science, i.e. what can be investigated and how it should be done in order to be 
considered scientific (Burrell and Morgan, 1979). Consequently, a research study is based 
on a number of assumptions about the nature of the world (ontological position) and the 
ways this world can be investigated (epistemological position). The ontological position 
addresses whether the social reality focused upon in this investigation, consists of objective 
entities, which are external to the actors involved or if it, by contrast, consists of a 
construction made up by the perceptions an actions of these actors (Bryman, 2002). This 
thesis adopts a critical realist position as originally developed by Roy Bhaskar. Critical 
realism asserts that events in the social world can only be understood, and changed, if we 
manage to identify those structures at work that generate those events (Bhaskar, 1989). 
This view also implies that natural and social science can and should apply the same kinds 
of approaches to collect data and to develop explanations. However, in difference to 
positivist I assume that there is not one “true” external reality. Following Lakoff (1987) I 
assume that there can be more than one scientifically correct way of understanding an 
inherently ambiguous reality in terms of conceptual schemes. However, this does not mean 
that I think everything is relative to some particular frame of reference. Instead it means 
that I advocate the use of several different approaches and viewpoints in order to 
investigate a certain phenomenon.  Furthermore, in those cases when data is subjective, 
the question of whether we measure what we intend to measure essentially becomes a 
question of the degree of inter-subjectivity in the interpretations. An interpretation has a 
high degree of inter-subjectivity if many people agree on a given set of meanings or 
definition of a particular event.  
 

4.2 Research process and methods used 
This thesis is based on three main research studies conducted within two research projects 
(see table 1). The first research project was called Innoplant. This project was a three-year 
collaboration project between three established medical technology companies, two county 
councils (public healthcare), and academia. The overall aim of the Innoplant project was to 
develop the collaboration between these actors in order to promote medical technology 
innovation. The project started in 2009 and was designed so that each company and 
county council conducted local research projects. Meetings were held approximately four 
times a year to share experiences and to learn from each other.   
 
The project had an action-oriented approach where the insights from the local research 
projects were brought back into the discussions at the network meetings. In line with the 
reasoning of McTaggart (1991) the objective this action-oriented method was to 
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understand the world by trying to change it through collaboration and reflection. This 
project provided unique opportunities for the author to learn about the challenges related 
to collaboration between established medical technology companies and their users. Paper 
V provides a detailed description of the design of the Innoplant project as well as some 
reflections on the progress in the early stages of this project. This paper is included in the 
thesis in order to be as transparent as possible about how the research was conducted and 
to provide background and context to the conducted research. Indeed, the unique data, 
which were obtained within the Innoplant project, eventually resulting in papers I - III 
would not have been possible to gather without the collaborations provided by the 
Innolplant project. Hopefully, the “Innoplant model” can serve as an inspiration for others 
wanting to initiate this type of collaborative research projects. 
 
The first single-case study was with one of the medical technology companies participating 
in the Innoplant project. This company had a long-standing tradition of developing 
innovative and complex medical technology products. Moreover, the company was about 
to carry out a re-organization and wanted to understand more about how their current 
organization handled information from their users. Hence, the company’s objectives 
corresponded well with the research questions mentioned earlier. Moreover, as the 
purpose of the thesis was explorative by nature and focused on the development of new 
theory a single case study was assumed to be appropriate. Indeed, single case studies can 
be effective in providing in-depth descriptions of certain phenomena in a particular 
context, and to criticize and extend existing theory (Siggelkow, 2007). 
 
The second single-case study was conducted in 2013 and this project is referred to as the 
Medcorp project in this thesis (see table 1). The case-company, developing advanced 
medical technology products, was selected because they were known as a highly innovative 
company within its branch of the industry. They also have a track record of close 
collaboration with users in several successful innovation projects. The case-company had 
approximately 35% of the global market within their field and for the period 2004 – 2013 
and the company’s net-sales and earnings (before interest and taxes) had a compound 
annual growth rate above the average industry indexes (i.e. strong growth and increasing 
profitability). According to the company’s annual report it had the ambition to go beyond 
collaboration with their users seeking long-term relationships built on trust with a shared 
vision to deliver clinical advances that improve patient outcomes. Thus, it could be 
assumed with some degree of certainty that the company had been innovating within a 
sustained producer-user ecosystem. This initial assumption was later confirmed in the 
study.  
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Table 1. Overview of the projects, articles, and studies included in the thesis 
 

Project Appended 
paper 

Type of 
article(s) 

Unit of 
observation 

Data 
collection 

Data 
analysis 

Project 1 
Innoplant 

Paper V 
 
 
 
 
 

Descriptive 
article 

Learning 
network 

 

Participatio
n in 
network 
meetings 

 

Describin
g the 
structure 
of the 
project  

Paper I, II, 
III 

 

Research 
articles 

Business unit Survey of 
116 
employees 
in the 
business 
unit; 
response 
rate of 75 
%, 11 semi-
structured 
interviews 

Social 
Network 
Analysis, 
open 
ended 
coding of 
interviews 

Project 2 
Medcorp 
project 

Paper IV Research 
article 

Innovation 
projects 

20 open-
ended 
interviews 
with 15 
employees 
and 6 users 
(one 
interview 
was 
conducted 
with two 
users) 

Open 
ended 
coding of 
interviews
, 
document 
analysis 

 
4.2.1 Some comments on the research process 
This thesis adopted an inductive approach, which imply that I started with the general 
topic producer-user collaboration for innovation. I conducted numerous observations and 
analysis in order to develop new theory. Here I must admit that my PhD-journey has not 
been as straightforward as it might appear from the structure of this thesis. However, as 
brought forward by Alvesson and Sköldberg (1994) research is fundamentally an abductive 
process, meaning that research best can best be described as an iterative mental process. It 
is inevitable that we apply some sort of mental frameworks when we conduct empirical 
observations, and empirical observations will influence and change these mental models, 
which can thereafter be applied and tested again. The theoretical framework for this thesis 
has indeed developed throughout the research process and the empirical studies have 
contributed to its development, providing new insights and building blocks and resulted in 
reinterpretations of previously consumed literature and earlier observations.  !
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4.3 Data collection and analysis 
This chapter provides a more detailed description of how the data was collected and 
analyzed in the different research studies.  
 

4.3.1 Project 1 – Innoplant 
Four of the appended articles originate directly from the Innoplant project. This section is 
focused on the data collection and analysis that was conducted within a business unit in 
one of the companies participating in the Innoplant project. 
 
Data collection 
The appended articles I, II, and III are based on the data collected in the single case study 
conducted within the Innoplant project (see table 1). In this study, data was collected 
through a mixed method including a social network survey and semi-structured interviews. 
In the first phase, a paper form questionnaire was compiled and sent to all employees 
within a business unit in the case-company so as to obtain an overview of how the 
employees acquire and disseminate user-information. Over the last decades, social 
network analysis has been increasingly used as a structured way to analyze relationships 
existing within and across organizational boarders (Cross et al., 2002). It is argued that 
this is an effective approach to identify strategically important people acting as brokers 
within and across organizations. The key user-groups were identified together with the 
marketing department. The user-groups consisted of national and international 
physicians, nurses, clinical researchers, bio-engineers, and patient’s family members. The 
group of the patients was excluded as the patient is anesthetized when the company’s 
products were being used. 
 
In inquiring about external contacts respondents were asked to indicate how frequently, on 
average, they interacted with the identified user-groups. The frequency measures applied 
were ‘never’, yearly’, ‘monthly’, ‘once a week’, ‘a few times a week’, ‘daily’ and ‘don ´t 
know’. Previous research reveals that the frequency of interaction is closely linked to the 
transfer of information (Granovetter, 1973). To measure internal sharing of user-
information, respondents were asked to indicate against a list of colleagues’ names how 
frequently, on average, they did receive valuable information regarding users from each 
colleague, over the last three years’. If never, they were asked to not put a mark against any 
names. The frequency measures here were ‘daily’, ‘weekly’, ‘monthly’, and ‘yearly’. The 
questionnaire was sent out to all 116 employees, 75% of which responded. The 
questionnaire also included other questions regarding employees handling of purchaser 
information, their idea generation performance, and the creative climate within the unit. 
However, these results are not included in this thesis. Furthermore, the questionnaire 
asked about the extent to which employees had contributed to the emergence of innovative 
ideas. This was accomplished by asking respondents to identify their three most innovative 
colleagues (in terms of their contributions to innovative ideas in the previous three years). 
Peer-nomination has been used extensively in research on innovation champions (e.g. 
Howell and Higgins, 1990). The purpose of these nominations was to get an overview of 
the sources of innovation within the business unit. In order to avoid bias, at least two 
nominations were required for the identified employee to be considered an ‘idea 
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generation star’. In this way, sixteen employees were identified as idea generation stars. 
Based on the result from the questionnaire, eleven employees were selected for follow-up 
interviews. For practical reasons it was not possible to interview all respondents to the 
initial survey. Consequently, the researchers had to base the selection on some criteria. To 
start with, some respondents were selected because they held a highly central position in 
the business unit’s acquisition and dissemination of user-information. Moreover, some 
respondents were selected for the interviews since they were, more or less, isolated from 
flows of user-information. Moreover, the selection also includes some respondent who had 
been pointed out as idea generation stars by a large number of colleagues. Finally, the 
researchers also considered if the respondents had indicated each other as a sources and 
receivers of user-information. This was important in order to verify the results from the 
questionnaire and further the researchers understanding of the dissemination of user-
information.  
 
For all the interviews, an interview guide, containing two parts, was developed.  The first 
part included questions related to the respondents background, role at the company, and 
experience of working with users in the development of new products. The second part of 
the guide included questions, which were based on the interviewee's answers to the 
questionnaire (see Appendix A). During the interviews, the respondents where asked to 
explain why they had responded the way they did in the questionnaire and what those 
answers actually meant in terms of acquiring, disseminating and exploiting user-
information. All interviews were conducted face-to-face and lasted approximately 60 
minutes. All respondents gave permission for the interview to be recorded and all 
interviews were also transcribed. 
 
Data analysis 
For papers I, II and III the SNA software package UCINET v 6.286 (Borgatti et al., 2002) 
and MS Excel were used to analyze the social network data and the network graphs were 
plotted in the NetDraw utility (Borgatti, 2002). Network graphs illustrate a series of nodes 
(here representing individual employees) connected by linear ties (representing either 
interaction with a user-group or information acquisition from a colleague). Individuals 
with the largest number of connections to others are generally placed at the center of these 
network diagrams. 
 
In paper I, frequency measures similar to those applied in the original research on 
gatekeepers (Allen, 1977) was used to capture the employees’ acquisition and sharing of 
user-information. In the original definition of gatekeepers a once-a-week frequency 
measure was applied. This frequency is arbitrary although it is indicative of regular 
communication. In line with this reasoning, boundary spanners of user-information need 
to communicate with users and/or colleagues at least once a month on average. This 
definition is supported analytically by the notion that the relationships that gatekeepers 
develop with colleagues and others frequently are ‘weak’ by nature (Macdonald and 
Williams, 1993). External interaction was analyzed, calculating the degree centrality of 
each employees interaction with user-groups at the given frequency measure. Degree 
centrality is simply a summary of an individual’s links to other actors. Hence, it was 
assumed that boundary spanners of user-information interacted with a large number of 
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different user-groups. The rationale behind this choice was that novel information tends to 
reside in heterogeneous social networks containing many weak ties (Granovetter, 1973). 
Furthermore, to identify employees central for the internal dissemination of user-
information, the degree centrality was calculated at the given frequency. More specifically, 
it was assumed that boundary spanners of user-information were a source of user-
information to many colleagues. Thus, gatekeepers of user-information interact with many 
user-groups and are seen as a source of user-information by many colleagues. This 
definition is much in line with the general definition of a central actor in social networks. It 
is argued that, “central actors must be the most active in the sense that they have the most 
ties to other actors in the network” (Wasserman and Faust, 1994, p. 178). 
 
In line with early work on boundary spanners by Tushman and Scanlan (1981), the 
members of the business unit were categorized as: a) gatekeepers; b) internal 
communication stars; c) external communication stars; or d) non-stars. Gatekeepers were 
those individuals in the top 20 percent of both interaction with external user-groups and 
distribution of user-information internally at the given frequency. Internal communication 
stars were those individuals in the top 20 percent of the internal distribution of user-
information but below the top 20 percent in the external user interaction. External 
communication stars were those in the top 20 percent of the interaction with user-groups 
but below the top 20 percent in the internal distribution of user-information. Non-stars 
were below the top 20 percent for both internal distribution of user-information and 
external user interaction.  
 
The analysis in paper II aimed to explore the role of physicians and nurses employed by 
the company in the acquisition, dissemination, and utilization of user-information. The 
network analysis in paper II was conducted in a similar way as the analysis in Paper I. 
Again, degree centrality was calculated for the internal and external networks which 
provided an overview of those employees who had interacted with many different user-
groups over the last three years and who were seen as a source of user-information by 
many colleagues. This analysis was used to get a general understanding of the relative 
positions of both groups (employees with and without a user background) in relation to the 
flows of user-information. It was also assessed whether employees with a user background 
were seen as idea-generation stars within the business unit 
 
The analysis in Paper III aimed to describe how R&D employees within the business unit 
used their social networks to acquire user-information. This implied that the analysis 
focused on ‘who’ R&D employees acquired user-information from and ‘how’ they acquired 
this information as well as the benefits and challenges related to these activities. By using 
the Netdraw utility in Ucinet 6 (Borgatti, 2002), network graphs where drawn to provide a 
general visualization of the most central sources of user-information. Moreover, MS Excel 
was used to summarize the interaction and information sharing at different frequency 
measures. The interaction and information sharing was categorized as less frequent 
acquisition (yearly or monthly acquisition) and frequent acquisition (at least a weekly 
acquisition).  
 
A separate analysis of the interview data was conducted for each of the three articles. 
Analysis of the interview data was carried out following established inductive qualitative 
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methods: coding, data categorization and pattern identification (Yin, 1994; Eisenhardt, 
1989). Minor differences of the analysis depended on the specific purpose. In paper I, the 
coding focused on finding patterns related to the role of those individuals who were 
identified as occupying a boundary-spanning role for the dissemination of user-
information. For paper II, manual coding was conducted for the interviews with the 
employees with a user background. This analysis followed an open-ended approach, which 
is recommended when the research questions being investigated are explorative (Strauss 
and Corbin, 1994). The approach allowed the researchers to capture relevant benefits and 
drawbacks of employing users. The actions identified by the two coding schemes were 
compared and interpreted in combination with the results from the questionnaire.  The 
analysis in paper III focused on how R&D employees had accessed and utilized 
information about the users’ needs. 
 

4.3.2 Project 2 – Medcorp project 
Project 2 included a single-case study within an established medical technology company. 
 
Data collection 
The data in paper IV was collected by conventional case study methods, including open-
ended interviews and analysis of internal documents (executives’ power point 
presentations). The open-ended interviews were chosen as they allowed the respondents to 
speak more freely about their experiences (Yin, 1994). Furthermore, as highlighted by 
Bryman (2002), this approach allows the researcher to be rather flexible during the 
interview. Data was collected during November and December 2013. In total, 20 interviews 
were conducted with senior managers, employees and users who had extensive experience 
of producer-user collaborations in various innovation activities. The management team at 
the case-company selected the respondents. Out if these interviews 15 were conducted with 
company employees and five interviews were conducted with six users (one interview was 
conducted with two users at the same time). All users, except for one, had been 
collaborating with the company for at least 10 years. Some of the users had collaborated 
with the company for more than 20 years. Moreover, several employees and users had 
been involved in the same innovation projects. This implied that some answers could be 
confirmed by the other part. Indeed, Yin (1994, p. 92) argues that findings in case studies 
are “much more convincing and accurate if it is based on several different sources of 
information following a corroborative mode”. Furthermore, in line with the reasoning of 
Dubois and Gadde (2002) it was asserted that interviews with both employees and users 
could reveal aspects of the producer-user collaboration that had not been considered by 
the researchers on beforehand. The interviews were conducted by one researcher and 
lasted from 40 to 90 minutes. Due to the geographical distribution of employees and users, 
15 interviews were conducted by phone and five interviews were conducted face-to-face. 
Two different interview guides were used for the interviews, one for the company 
employees and one for the users (see Appendices C and D). Both interview guides were 
trying to form an understanding of which type of user-collaboration practices the 
respondents had been involved in, the results of these practices, and how they and their 
colleagues had utilized relationships with users within these practices. All interviews were 
recorded with the approval of the respondents and later transcribed.   
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Data analysis 
The data analysis was carried out in several steps by two researchers. First, the researchers 
individually read the transcribed interviews and coded the interviews, focusing on finding 
answers to the research question. The second step consisted of the researchers comparing 
and discussing their findings. In this process it was revealed that both researchers 
converged on several aspects that had been critical for the case-company to establish and 
utilize user relationships for innovation within their user collaboration practices. The 
authors then worked collaboratively to further confirm and clarify the answers to the 
research question. This process implied that the researchers were going back to the 
interview material to refine and sharpen the findings and find further support for the 
observations across different sources. Furthermore, some of the findings were presented to 
the management team of the company in order to record their reactions on the findings. In 
line with Lee (1999), this allowed the researchers to revise and sharpen the findings. 
 

4.4 Evaluation of the quality of the research 
In both qualitative and quantitative research a number of criteria are used to evaluate the 
quality of the research. This section presents the evaluation criteria considered in this 
thesis.   
 

4.4.1 Validity 
Validity concerns whether a study observes or measures what it intend to observe or 
measure. This quality criterion is in turn often divided into external and construct validity. 
Yin (1994) defines external validity as the establishment of domains in which certain 
results are true. Construct validity refers to the identification and use of correct operational 
measures for the studied concepts (Yin, 1994). This criterion applies to the social network 
data that was collected in the first study. The social network data was collected by a survey. 
When working with this type of data, the validity rests on the concurrence between the 
measured connections and the conceptual ties (Wasserman and Faust, 1994). The case -
company provided lists of names of all the employees within the business unit in order to 
assure that all relevant personnel were included. The user-groups, which were included in 
the questionnaire, were identified in collaboration with the marketing department so as to 
assure that these groups were relevant and that they were familiar with the employees 
within the business unit.  
 
In the conceptualization of the questionnaire, the questions were formulated based on the 
variables proposed by the marketing department. The questions focused on the average 
frequency of interaction with users over the last three years. The reason why the three 
years interval was selected was to get a more general overview. This decision was also 
supported by the fact that the business unit had had a very low employee turnover during 
these three years. Moreover, previous research has used similar time frames in their social 
network analysis and argued that people can actually recall rather well from whom they 
have got certain types of information from over a longer time period (Hansen, 1999). 
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In order to establish the validity of the designed questionnaire, a panel of experts was set 
up to perform a readability test. The expert panel consisted of academic colleagues and two 
R&D managers from the business unit. For the same reason, a pilot test of the 
questionnaire was conducted with five employees within the business unit. The employees 
were asked to indicate if there was something (e.g. words, sentences, or response choices) 
in the questionnaire or the covering letter that they felt uncertain about or did not 
understand. The pilot respondents were also asked to indicate if the questionnaire took too 
long time to complete. The pilot group subjectively agreed that the questionnaire covered 
the concepts it intended to measure. In this sense, it can thus be argued that the study had 
rather high validity, meaning that the questionnaire "looked like” it was going to measure 
what it was supposed to measure (Holden, 2010).  
 
Together with the management team, it was decided to distribute a paper-based 
questionnaire as it was assumed that this format would increase the response rate. 
Moreover, in order to further strengthen the validity of the result, the management team at 
the company reviewed network graphs in order to control whether they correlated with 
their general understanding of how different groups within the unit interacted with users 
and shared user-information with each other. The managers verified that the networks 
largely correlated to their view of these practices.  Moreover, in the identification of idea 
generation stars, employees had to receive at least two nominations in order to confirm the 
result. 
 
In terms of triangulation, data has been collected from different sources in order to 
confirm patterns, descriptions, and explanations. In the first study, a mixed method was 
applied which has been proposed as a good way to seek convergence across qualitative and 
quantitative methods (Jick, 1979). In the second study interviews were carried out with 
both company employees and users in order to get the view of “both sides” on the 
producer-user collaborations. Furthermore, the interviews in the second study was 
conducted with employees from different parts of the organization, which provided a 
useful ground to replicate and extended observations. Moreover, the researchers had the 
opportunity to confirm some of the findings in the second study with the manager who was 
responsible for the study.  
 

4.4.2 Reliability 
Reliability indicates the accuracy of the measuring instrument and that it consistently 
produces the same results. In social network analysis, there are three ways to assess the 
reliability of the data: test-retest comparison, comparison of alternative question formats, 
and the reciprocity of sociometric choices (Wasserman and Faust, 1994, p. 58). There was 
no opportunity to do a strict test-retest comparison within the case study. Instead a 
reciprocity test was conducted for the internal dissemination of user-information. To 
measure reciprocity of user-information, respondents were asked to indicate against the 
list of colleagues’ names how frequently, on average, they had provided valuable 
information regarding users to colleagues, over the last three years. If never, they were 
asked to not put a mark against any names. The frequency measures here were ‘daily’, 
‘weekly’, ‘monthly’, and ‘yearly’. The frequency measures here were ‘daily’, ‘weekly’, 
‘monthly’, and ‘yearly’. The reciprocity test was conducted in UCINET v 6.286 (Borgatti et 
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al., 2002). The reciprocity test accepted that there was a deviation of one frequency 
measure, i.e. if one colleague indicated ‘daily’ acquisition and the colleague in question 
indicated a ‘weekly’ sharing, this was accepted as reciprocal information-transfer. The 
reciprocity for frequent acquisition (i.e. daily and weekly) was 75% out of 218 indicated 
transactions of user-information. The reciprocity for less frequent acquisitions (i.e. 
monthly and yearly) was lower, 33% out of 901. Previous research suggests that reciprocity 
is more useful for more frequent interactions as these ties are more likely to be reciprocal 
(e.g. Hansen, 1999). 
 
Furthermore, the interviews functioned as a means to follow up on the responses and to 
decide to what extent respondents had actually acquired and shared user-information with 
those colleagues who they had indicated on the questionnaire. The interviews revealed that 
less frequent acquisitions were more related to non-reciprocal acquisitions such as 
attending the presentations of users or colleagues. The interviews also revealed that 
frequent acquisitions were related to a more continuous dialogue concerning the users' 
needs and priorities. The reciprocity could not be checked for the indicated interactions 
with user-groups. However, the interviews confirmed the general interaction patterns 
within and around the business unit, i.e. it was revealed that employees in the product 
application group, marketing, and sales interacted most with users. This corresponded well 
with the result from the questionnaire.  Finally, the use of multiple researchers in the 
studies is also a factor influencing both validity and reliability in a positive way since 
convergence of interpretations enhances the confidence of the findings (Eisenhardt, 1989). 
 

4.5 Methodological considerations and limitations 
The presented research design is obviously not without limitations. A common concern 
about case studies is that they provide little basis for scientific generalization (Yin, 1994). 
There is certainly some ground for such arguments but in the same time can this argument 
be applied to the majority of empirical research in this field, as it is generalizable to 
theoretical propositions and not to entire populations (Yin, 1994). As pointed out by 
Siggelkow (2007), the strength of single case studies is not the generalizability but that 
they act as powerful example that can be used to point out weaknesses in existing theory. 
Single case studies can also be a good way to motivate research questions by 
demonstrating certain phenomenon. The cases from the medical technology industry 
presented in this thesis are in many ways extreme cases. For this reason it has been 
important to describe the phenomenon under study as accurately as possible, so that other 
researchers can benefit from the empirical observations. 
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5 Summary of the appended papers 
This chapter presents the purpose and the main results of the appended articles. Taken 
together, these articles contribute to fulfill the purpose of this study.  
 
5.1 Paper A  
Wadell, C. and Björk, J. (2014), ”Boundary spanners of user-information”, In review for 
International Studies of Management and Organizations. An earlier version of this paper 
was presented at the 13th International Continuous Innovation Network (CINet) 
Conference, Rome, Italy, 16-18 September, 2012. 
 
This paper is a first attempt to explore how employees use their relationships to acquire 
and utilize user-information whereby specific attention was paid to the boundary-spanners 
of this particular information. More specifically, the paper explores the presence and 
functioning of gatekeepers as well as internal- and external-communication stars of user-
information. Data were collected within a business unit in an established medical 
technology company by means of a social network questionnaire and semi-structured 
interviews. In the initial phase, all employees within the business-unit were asked to 
complete a questionnaire where they indicated the average frequencies they had interacted 
with different user-groups and acquired user-information from colleagues. Following the 
reasoning in previous research on boundary-spanners, the analysis focused on the 
interaction and information-sharing which occurred on at least an average monthly basis. 
External interaction was analyzed calculating the degree-centrality of each employee’s 
interaction with user-groups at all the frequency measures. Degree-centrality is simply a 
summary of an individual’s links to other actors. Hence, it was assumed that boundary-
spanners of user-information interacted with a large number of different user-groups. 
Moreover, to identify employees central for the internal dissemination of user-information, 
the degree-centrality was calculated at all the frequency measures. In line with early work 
on boundary-spanners, employees in the business-unit were categorized as: a) 
gatekeepers; b) internal communication stars; c) external communication stars; or d) non-
stars. Gatekeepers were those individuals in the top 20% of both interaction with external 
user-groups and distribution of user-information internally at the frequency measure. 
Internal communication stars were those individuals in the top 20%  of the internal 
distribution of user-information but below the top 20% of the external user interaction. 
External communication stars were those in the top 20% of the interaction with user-
groups but below the top 20% of the internal distribution of user-information. Non-stars 
were below the top 20% for both internal distribution of user-information and external 
user-interaction. The result shows that 5% of the employees within the business-unit could 
be considered gatekeepers of user-information whereas 12% of the employees could be 
considered internal communication stars. Only one employee was categorized as an 
external communication star. This result suggests that employees who are not highly 
connected to the user-community, carries out a large part of the dissemination of user- 
information. Another interpretation of the result is that there are many potential 
gatekeeper roles remaining unfilled. However, the result also reveals that boundary- 
spanning of user-information is not solely dependent on gatekeepers. By contrast, it is 
shown that boundary-spanning of user-information tends to be a multi-step process 
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involving different user-groups, gatekeepers, and external and internal communication 
stars. The results also reveal that the employees who are involved in this process have 
different strategic orientations, which influence their incentives to acquire and share user-
information.  
 

5.2 Paper B  
Wadell, C., Ölundh Sandström, G., Björk, J. and Magnusson, M. (2013), ”Exploring the 
incorporation of users in an innovating business unit”, International Journal of 
Technology Management, Vol. 61, No. 3-4, pp. 293-308. 
 
This paper furthers the understanding of the ways employees use their relationships to 
acquire and utilize information about the users’ needs; it also provides some insight into 
the organization and management of these information flows. The article focuses on the 
phenomenon whereby users become employed by an established company and participate 
in the company’s innovation activities. The business-unit where the case-study was 
conducted had a long experience of hiring and incorporating physicians and nurses into 
development activities for new products. The result shows that the employment and 
incorporation of users can be a good way to improve innovation activities within medical 
technology companies and that incorporated users can occupy several important roles.   
The identified roles were user-representatives (both on a strategic and an operational 
level), idea-promoters, networkers, and change agents.  On a strategic level, the employed 
users provide top management with the clinical perspective for decision-making and 
strategy formulation. On an operational level, they provide their colleagues with 
information concerning the users' needs and priorities and on the ways the company’s 
products are being used in the clinical environment.  They often provided information 
based on their own experiences of using the company’s products within the clinical 
environment. However, they also played an important role in connecting innovating 
colleagues with other users in healthcare organizations. These users can exploit both 
formal and informal channels to access users in healthcare. The result also indicates that 
these former users are not the main source of innovative ideas but that they have 
important roles as idea-promoters, enthusiastically supporting ideas for innovation. The 
results also show that the presence of these users within the business unit has influenced 
the attitude of many employees towards users and contributed to an increased user-
orientation within the business unit. It was also revealed that the process of integrating the 
users within the business units brought with it some organizational friction. 
 
5.3 Paper C 
Wadell, C., Björk, J. and Magnusson, M. (forthcoming), “How do R&D employees 
networks to acquire user information?”, Accepted for publication in Journal of Knowledge 
Management. 
 
This article focuses on how R&D employees within the business unit used their 
relationships to acquire and utilize information about the users’ needs and which benefits 
and challenges they experienced from using their social networks to acquire this 
information. Previous research reveals that R&D units are one of the most central units 
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within innovating companies. Even so, R&D employees are often more oriented towards 
the solving of technical problems than to the learning about the users’ needs. Even so, 
previous research shows that access to timely and relevant user-information is highly 
important for R&D employees’ innovative performance. The results show that there are 
large individual differences in the ways and means by which R&D employees use their 
social networks to acquire user-information from either colleagues or users. R&D 
employees working in the early stages of innovation, use their social networks to acquire 
user-information on a more frequent basis than employees working in the product 
development process. Moreover, a prominent reason why R&D employees are not using 
their social networks to acquire user-information is simply that they lack interpersonal 
relationships, which can provide timely and relevant information. The results also show 
that R&D employees use their social network to get a better understanding of how the 
company’s products are currently being used. Moreover, they use their social networks to 
develop a more profound understanding of the functional boundaries of future products. 
Consequently, optimization of the social networks R&D employees use in their everyday 
work can be beneficial in improving the access of R&D employees to timely and relevant 
user-information.  However, the results also reveal a number of challenges related to the 
utilization of these networks. One such challenge is that it is easy to create bottlenecks in 
the organization: for acquiring relevant information, the R&D unit becomes increasingly 
dependent on a very limited number of colleagues. Another related challenge is the 
governance of user contacts. The results show that an unclear governance of user-
interactions can create highly detrimental frustrations among R&D employees, which can 
have negative impact on their performance.  
 

5.4 Paper D  
Wadell, C, Ölundh Sandström, G. and Magnusson, M. (2014), “Exploring the utilization 
of user relationships for the purpose of innovation within sustained producer-user 
ecosystems”, Manuscript. 
 
This article investigates how a large and highly innovative medical technology company 
established and utilized user relationships for innovation within a sustained producer-user 
ecosystem. In total 20 interviews were conducted with 15 company employees and 6 users 
(1 interview was conducted with 2 users at the same time). All respondents had extensive 
experience of producer-user collaborations for innovation. Over the course of several 
decades the company had developed a number of revolutionary innovations as well as 
incremental improvements of existing products in close collaboration with its users.  The 
results display how companies that are innovating within sustained producer-user 
ecosystems tend to follow a different logic in the utilization of user relationships for 
innovation than what has been widely recognized in the user involvement literature. It is 
shown how the company collaborated with leading edge users who were also closely tied 
customers in the development of revolutionary innovations. These users had strong 
incentives to participate in these collaborations and the transformation of particular 
product field as they become pioneering users of the new products and could thereby 
obtain a central position within the ecosystem. This article refer to these users as 
transformational users, i.e. user who experience problems with products before the 
majority of users, who adopt new technologies earlier than their peer users, and who 
cooperate with established producers in the transformation of a product field in order to 
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obtain or maintain a central position within the ecosystem. The results indicate that the 
engagement of transformational users can be good way to create revolutionary innovations 
within this type of ecosystems and subsequently minimize knowledge leakage, 
coordination costs, and ambiguous user input. Moreover, a majority of the current user 
involvement literature has focused on how companies can collaborate with their users in 
value creating activities. However, this paper shows how companies that are innovating 
within sustained producer-user ecosystems also have to pay attention to tension 
management within and around producer-user collaborations for innovation. It is shown 
that producers and users may benefit from sharing the responsibility to prevent and reduce 
these tensions. Moreover it is shown that producers and users are equipped to resolve 
different types of tensions within and around these collaborations. Furthermore, the article 
display how companies that are innovating in this context may benefit from having top 
management actively engaged in establishing and utilizing relationships to users and also 
sharing user relationships with employees. These shared user relationships tend to allow 
the company to align the users and the company’s innovation interests and subsequently 
align the strategic and operational level in the organization.  
 

5.5 Paper E  
Olsson, A., Wadell, C., Odenrick, P. and Norell Bergendahl, M. (2010), “An action 
learning method for increased innovation capability in organisations”, Action Learning: 
Research and Practice, Vol. 7, No. 2, pp. 167–179 
 
The purpose of this article is to describe a research project initiated as a learning network 
in the medical technology industry; it discusses the initial experiences, which were gained 
in the project. The network consisted of three large medical technology companies, two 
public healthcare organizations, innovation management researchers, and an organization, 
which engaged in the promotion and facilitation of collaborations between medical 
technology industry, healthcare, and academia. Furthermore, an ethnographic researcher, 
investigating how the culture develops within the network, followed the project. The 
purpose of the project was that the industrial partners, as well as the healthcare partners, 
(supported by the innovation management researchers), should develop local research and 
development projects intended to improve the innovation capability through improved 
collaboration between industry and healthcare. The local projects should then use the 
network meetings to share experiences and gain insights.  The network ran over a three 
year time period. Observations from the three first network meetings reveal that trust 
building among participants – from commitment trust, to companion trust and, 
eventually, to competence trust – is necessary for the progress of this type of learning 
networks and that the time required for trust-building is essential to achieve competence 
trust which implies that participants start to share more sensitive problems. Furthermore, 
the observations from the initial phase of the project reveal that the role of the researchers 
is not always easy to grasp in this type of projects.  
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6 Results and analysis 
The research questions addressed in this thesis investigated i) the ways in which 
employees who are operating within sustained producer-user ecosystems utilize user-
relationships for innovation and ii) the critical considerations to be addressed when 
establishing and utilizing boundary-spanning roles conducive to the absorption of user-
information. In this chapter, the results of the appended papers are collated and examined 
to formulate the answers to these two main research questions. 
 

6.1 How employees utilize user relationships for innovation 
The theoretical exposition presented in this thesis indicate that employees who are 
innovating within sustained producer-user ecosystems might utilize user relationships for 
the creation of innovations in a different way than what has previously been widely 
recognized in the literature. The results reveal four overarching answers to the first 
research question. First, the results reveal how employees are utilizing both direct and 
indirect user relationships. Second, it is shown how companies acting within these types of 
ecosystems benefit from establishing and utilizing relationships to certain 
transformational users. Third, the results display how employees utilize user relationships, 
not only by the means of collaborative value creation, but also by the means of managing 
tensions within and around these collaborations.  
 

6.1.1 Utilizing direct and indirect user relationships 
It is a well established fact that innovations often emerge from knowledge related to users’ 
needs, in combination with some kind of knowledge concerning how to fulfill these needs. 
This combination of knowledge is often accomplished by having people who experience 
needs for a better solution explaining their needs to people who possess solution 
knowledge. The latter then develop a concept for a new solution, which is refined through 
an iterative feedback process together with the users (von Hippel, 1994). Even so, 
employees often have to rely on indirect user relationships in the development of new 
products. For example, previous research shows how R&D employees frequently acquire 
information about the users’ needs and priorities from marketers (Leenders and Wierenga, 
2002; Griffin and Hauser, 1996). Indeed, the results of the first project show how many 
employees were highly dependent on their relationships to internal communication stars 
of user-information and approximately 40% of the employees did not interact with users 
on a regular basis. However, the results also show that some employees had developed 
relationships to a large number of different user-groups. It can be argued that this 
utilization of direct and indirect user relationships is strongly linked to the company’s 
ability to acquire, share, and utilize user-information, which in turn is strongly linked to 
the company’s innovative performance (Foss et al., 2011).  
 
Even so, previous research is not consistent concerning how employees use their 
relationships to acquire and utilize user-information. For example, Kogut and Zander 
(1992) stated that information sharing is more likely to occur between individuals from 
units that are sharing a common identity. Menon and Pfeffer (2003) on the other hand 
argued that individuals tend to value knowledge held by external actors more, as compared 
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to internal actors, since the external actors’ knowledge is perceived as more special and 
unique. Other research does not consider the internal-external aspect but focuses on 
explaining how people use their relationships to other people to search for information 
(Borgatti, 2003; Moenaert and Souder, 1996).  
 
The results of the first project display a number of factors that influenced how employees 
within the business unit searched for user-information. To start with, the results display 
how the search conducted by employees was strongly influenced by the tasks they were 
solving. In line with Gales and Mansour-Cole (1995), employees who were solving tasks 
where they experienced high levels of uncertainty and ambiguity regarding the users’ needs 
and priorities tended to be more active in utilizing both direct and indirect user 
relationships in their search for information related to the users’ needs and priorities. 
Moreover, employees search for user-information was strongly influenced by their direct 
and indirect user experiences, i.e. their experience of using the product and their 
knowledge about other peoples user experiences. For instance, the employed users were 
searching for user information in a much more proficient way than the majority of R&D 
employees. This observation largely confirms the notion by Argote and Miron-Spektor 
(2011), that employees’ prior knowledge and experiences strongly influences their ability to 
acquire and utilize external information. Moreover, the results display how employees 
valued the user experiences of colleagues and users. For example, the respondents could 
separate between; direct and indirect user experiences, experiences gained in different use 
contexts, experiences gained in different markets, experiences held by domain experts and 
generalists.  
 
Furthermore, it was displayed how employees considered the accessibility and costs 
incurred in seeking information about the users’ needs and priorities from different 
persons. This was put forward as one of the main reasons why employees frequently turned 
to the employed users for advice. These observations indicate that employees utilization of 
direct and indirect user relationships can be understood as a function of: i) the extent to 
which employees knows and values the pertinence of their own direct or indirect user 
experiences to solve a particular problem, ii) the extent to which employees know and 
value the pertinence of other persons’ direct and indirect user experiences to solve a 
particular problem, iii) the accessibility of people who possess these user experiences, and 
iv) the potential costs incurred in seeking information from these persons. Consequently, 
as we are entering the era of producer-user ecosystems there is a need to leave the 
conceptual separation between employees and users, and instead consider all actors within 
the ecosystem as more or less experienced users who are searching for information in 
order to solve problems containing different levels of uncertainty and ambiguity. 
Moreover, in line with the reasoning of Lane and Lubatkin (1998), this result indicates that 
the relative similarity between employees and users in terms of user experience tend to 
affect employees utilization of direct and indirect user relationships in the creation of 
innovations. This conceptualization also furthers the reasoning of von Hippel (1994) who 
focused on “sticky information”. In difference, this thesis emphasizes the importance of 
considering people’s ability to judge the relevance of their own as well as others direct and 
indirect experiences as users, in order to solve a particular problem.  
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6.1.2 Transformational users 
The second project reveals how some employees utilized relationships to certain leading 
edge users in the creation of revolutionary innovation. These users were leading edge in 
the sense that they were experts on the usage of the company’s products or that they were 
experts in a technological field related to the company’s products. Furthermore, these 
users were opinion leaders within the user-community and continuously conducted 
scientific experiments and evaluations on the company’s products. Hence, these users 
experienced problems with the company’s current products before the bulk of the market. 
This observation largely follows the observations by von Hippel (2005, 1986), that certain 
users experience problems long before the bulk of users. Moreover, in line with Lettl 
(2007) these users adopted new technologies before the majority of their peer users and 
some of these users successfully invented new technologies on their own. Lettl (2007) 
referred to these users as “technology lead-users” as they adopted new technologies earlier 
than established producers and peer users. The results of the second project also show how 
some of these users actively contributed, not only to the development of revolutionary 
innovations, but also to the dissemination of the new products. This observation is much in 
line with Schreier et al., (2007) who showed that lead-users may also support the 
dissemination of innovations. However, the results of the second project also reveal that 
one strong incentive for these users to participate in these producer-user collaborations 
was that they were given the opportunity to use and evaluate a the new product before 
other users. Indeed, Keinz et al. (2012) revealed how companies try to proactively target 
the best-networked users and try to tie them to the company by inviting them to test new 
products. However, the present study shows how these leading edge users engaged 
themselves in revolutionary innovation projects in order to obtain or maintain a central 
position within the ecosystem. By becoming pioneering users of a new product and by 
declaring that they had been part of the development of this particular product these users 
received the recognition of other users.  
 
This thesis refers to these users as transformational users, i.e. user who experience 
problems with products long before the majority of users, who adopt new technologies 
earlier than their peers, and who cooperate with established producers in the 
transformation of a product field in order to obtain or maintain a central position within 
the ecosystem. Hence, these are users with power derived from their position within the 
ecosystem that challenges the status quo in order to maintain or improve their position 
within the ecosystem. The results show how the utilization of these relationships are 
strongly dependent on a shared and clear overarching goal as well as a shared view that 
systematic knowledge creation (i.e. scientific research) creates the foundations to obtain 
this goal. This observation is much in line with research on communities of practice where 
individuals gather in informally constituted networks of shared practices collaborating to 
achieve a certain goal (Wenger and Snyder, 2000; Brown and Duguid, 1991). 
 
Interestingly, the results reveal also how the utilization of relationships with 
transformational users follows a different logic than the utilization of relationships with 
lead-users. To start with, these users are identified in different ways. It has been argued 
that lead-users are most easily identified through a systematic search within the user-
community by the means of pyramiding (von Hippel et al., 2009). Hence, lead-users are 
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often unknown to established producers before starting a lead-user research project. By 
contrast, potential transformational users not only actively operate the established 
producers' products, they also experiment and evaluate these products and share these 
results within the user-community. Consequently, any established producer can get a 
rather good overview of who the potential transformational-users are within the user-
community. Moreover, a majority of the research on lead-user involvement describes 
occasional engagements of these users within specific innovation projects (Lettl, 2007; 
Lillien et al., 2002). Contrasting this, relationships with transformational users are 
developed over a long period of time during which the company gradually increases its 
investments and engagement into the innovation activities of these users. This observation 
is much in line with Moore (1993) who argued that producers, at the birth of an ecosystem, 
place bets on promising ideas. Furthermore, the identification of transformational users 
tends to be much more about monitoring and detecting when several other users start to 
engage with a particular problem or technology. The results also reveal how the established 
producer can play an important role in bringing several transformational users together in 
order to develop a product based on the innovation activities of these users. Interestingly, 
the results highlight how the collaboration between a limited number of transformational 
users and an established producer may, on occasion, result in the development of 
completely new products transforming entire markets. 
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6.1.3 Value creation and tension management  
A majority of the current literature on user involvement is focused on how producers and 
users can collaborate to create new value (Chatterji and Fabrizio, 2013, 2012; Lilien et al., 
2002). As expected, this thesis confirms that employees frequently cooperate with users in 
the creation of innovations. However, as pointed out by Moore (1993) established 
producers have to balance stability and change in the ecosystem as they address new 
opportunities. Indeed, the results reveal how management and employees, acting within 
this type of ecosystems, had to manage tensions that contained both an innovation 
potential and a potential threat to innovation.  
  
Previous research has shown that there is a risk that companies “over-search” for external 
information, which may restrain companies in their innovation efforts (Laursen and Salter, 
2006). Moreover, it has been argued that increasing coordination costs and knowledge 
leakage are challenges to many companies that are adopting more open innovation 
approaches (Dahlander and Gann, 2010). Hence, there is an inherent risk that the 
engagement of too many users may create tensions within the collaboration and the 
ecosystem, as it may become difficult to reach the pre-stated goals and anticipated results. 
As already mentioned, the results of the second project reveal how the company, in several 
different revolutionary innovation projects, utilized relationships to a limited number of 
transformational users. One reason for doing so was that it allowed the company to handle 
the trade-off between accessing users knowledge in relation to the risk of leaking 
information that might have a negative influence on their current market. Moreover, this 
solution was a way for the company to handle the trade-off between access to users 
knowledge and increasing coordination costs. Indeed, the trust that had been established 
between these users and the producer over several years played a crucial role to succeed 
with this approach. Furthermore, in the event of the company trying to break into a new 
market segment, they complemented the aforementioned relations with potential future 
users who were leading edge in their producer-user ecosystem. 
 
The results reveal how tension-reducing activities also were carried out inside producer-
user collaborations. One part of these activities was to align the interests of different users 
and the company. Previous research argues that this type of alignment of the user solution 
space with corporate strategy is highly important for a fruitful collaboration (Hienerth et 
al., 2013). The results of the second study display a number of means by which employees 
responsible for user collaboration initiatives managed to accomplish this. One important 
means that the company applied in some projects was that they engaged users with 
different competences at the right stage in projects. For example, in some projects the 
company initially had a strong cooperation with technically skilled users but eventually 
switched over to also engage users who were more interested in the applications of the new 
technology. Another means to accomplish this alignment was to facilitate and moderate 
the discussion between different users in the meetings, trying to direct the discussions 
towards areas of interest for the company, inform them what the company could do, and 
encourage discussions that moved the project forward. Hienerth et al. (2011) made similar 
observations in their study on producer-user ecosystems. However, the present results also 
display that it is perhaps equally important that producers avoid creating tensions in the 
collaboration by interfering in the users conversations. 
 
The results also demonstrate how some tensions were prevented, defused or resolved by 
users. For example, the second project shows how some users wanting to join a particular 
project faced concerns whether they would actually contribute to the effort. This type of 
situation is very difficult for any company to resolve since there is a very strong reluctance 
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for turning down customer's requests.  In this particular instance, best practice seemed to 
be for the producer to leave it to the users, already in the project, to decide whether the 
particular user could join the project. Thus, the company avoided to endanger their 
customer relationships and subsequently empowered the users in the collaboration.   
Moreover, the results reveal how certain users played an active role in coordinating other 
users in producer-user collaborations. Hence, this thesis acknowledges that employees 
who are innovating within sustained producer-user ecosystems, may benefit from utilizing 
relationships to users who participate actively in the coordination of other users in order to 
facilitate value creation and prevent tensions within the ecosystem. The benefits of this 
strategic behavioral orientation, such as connecting people in social networks by either 
introducing disconnected individuals or facilitating new coordinations between connected 
individuals has previously been acknowledged by for example Obstfeld (2005). In 
summary, within sustained producer-user ecosystems employees (and users) are not only 
utilizing relationships for value creation but also to manage tensions that emerge within 
and around producer-user collaborations. 
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6.2 Critical considerations for establishing boundary-spanning roles 
Previous research argues that certain organizational practices contribute to the 
identification of new external sources of information, whereas other organizational 
practices enhance the efficiency of dissemination and internal utilization of this 
information (Zahra and George, 2002; Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). Consequently, this 
thesis contends that there is a need to investigate, not only how employees are utilizing 
direct relationships with users, but also the dissemination and internal utilization of this 
user-information.  Companies appear to be dependent on a limited number of boundary-
spanning individuals for an effective and efficient dissemination of external information 
(Whelan et al., 2010; MacDonald and Williams, 1994; Tushman, 1977). The present results 
support this idea. However, the results also reveal a number of critical considerations 
related to the development of these roles as well as how to make them functionally 
relevant.  
 

6.2.1 Whom to appoint as a boundary-spanner? 
The majority view from the literature is that boundary-spanners and gatekeepers must be 
senior employees who have had the opportunity to establish sufficient external and 
internal networks. Indeed, the results of the first project show that the most proficient 
boundary spanners had worked for the company several years. Interestingly, the results 
show also that the most proficient gatekeepers of user-information were employed users. 
These employed users had extensive experience of using the company’s products (in this 
particular case, the clinical environment) and, during their years as users of the company’s 
products, they had developed relationships to a large number of other users. This 
observation contradicts previous tenets. Lettl (2007) concluded that physicians employed 
in medical technology companies would not be well respected by practicing physicians and 
therefore would have problems when made responsible for the management of the user-
interface. However, Lettl allowed simultaneously that employed former users should 
theoretically become responsible for the management of the user-interface since they 
understand the users “language” and share the same “mental models” as the external 
users. Hence, a critical consideration is whether management should appoint employees to 
shoulder the role as gatekeepers of user-information or whether they should employ users 
and appoint them to this role. 
 
The results also show how many employees (without the experience of being a user) who 
were considered as a source of user-information by many colleagues did not have extensive 
personal relationships to users outside the company. Hence, these employees occupied 
roles as internal communication stars but they were not gatekeepers of user-information 
within the organization. This is an interesting observation since previous research on 
sustained producer-user ecosystems argues that those employees who are coordinating 
user-involvement activities, might also shoulder the role as gatekeepers of user-
information (Keinz et al., 2012). This thesis shows that it is critical for management to 
consider carefully the relationships of employees with users before appointing them to 
gatekeeper roles. The results of the second project also show how certain external users 
functioned as “distributed boundary-spanners” of user-information. These users were 
strongly connected within the user community and developed strong relationships with a 
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number of employees who were strongly connected to colleagues within the company.  
Using the definition of Tushman (1977) this approach essentially implies that a distributed 
external communication star is establishing strong relationships to one or several internal 
communication stars. Hence, a critical consideration is whether employees in the company 
have opportunities to develop strong relationships to this type of users who may act as 
distributed boundary-spanners of user-information.  
 

6.2.2 How to utilize boundary-spanning roles? 
Much of the previous work on gatekeepers has focused on technological gatekeepers 
(Whelan et al., 2010; MacDonald and Williams, 1994; Allen, 1969). As already mentioned, 
these gatekeepers are typically senior R&D professionals who access technical 
advancements in the external environment and who verify, translate, and disseminate this 
information to colleagues who they judge to benefit from the information. However, the 
results of the first project reveal how proficient gatekeepers of user-information were 
realizing these activities in different ways compared to technological gatekeepers. This 
section presents the aspects considered to be critical when utilizing boundary-spanning 
roles conducive to user-information absorption.  
 
As pointed out in the previous section, the results of the first project reveal that the most 
proficient gatekeepers of user-information were employed users.  Indeed, these employed 
users had extensive networks with other users. However, other employees emphasized that 
the employed users experience of using the company’s products in the clinical environment 
was an equally important reason why they turned to these individuals. This observation 
indicates that the functionality of gatekeepers of user-information is not solely dependent 
on the user relationships of these individuals but also on their experience of using the 
company’s products. Consequently, a critical consideration in making these roles 
functioning is that these individuals are given the opportunity to acquire user experiences 
over time. Indeed, the employed users in the first project spent a number of weeks each 
year as users of the company’s product in order to keep their user skills updated. 
 
A limitation of the previous research on technological gatekeepers is its almost exclusive 
focus on the actions and active roles of these individuals. However, the results of the first 
project show that gatekeepers of user-information also have passive roles in that 
interactions with them originate to a large extent from their colleagues.  . For example, 
several respondents recall how they often acquire information from the employed users 
when they approach them with their ideas or questions. These interactions tend to occur 
rather spontaneous within the organization. Hence, these observations indicate that the 
utilization of gatekeepers of user-information is strongly dependent on how visible and 
accessible they are within the organization and that employees are provided with time to 
actually interact with these individuals.  
 
However, the other side of this coin is that the utilization of these roles is strongly 
dependent on the skills of employees to communicate on the issues of the needs of the 
users. The results of the first project reveal how some employees developed skills to ask the 
“right” questions and to use prototypes in an efficient way for communicative purposes. 
Some employees even describe their relationships to the employed users as important 
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“tools” to do their job.  In line with Ring and van de Ven (1994) these relationships were 
established through a congruency process where employees over time learned how they 
could use the employed users. Within these relationships employees and employed users 
developed a shared history where the result from previous collaboration efforts functioned 
as an approximation for the anticipated result in new collaborative efforts 
 
Interestingly, the results also show how employees’ occasional interactions with other 
external users made them more proficient in utilizing their relationships with the 
employed users. Through these occasional interactions employees learned how users in 
different markets were using the company’s products and improved their accession  to 
contextually based knowledge of the employed users. Hence, these results indicate that the 
functionality of gatekeepers of user-information is, to a larger extent, dependent on the 
ability of the gatekeepers’ colleagues to obtain this valuable information.  This observation 
is much in line with Tushman (1977) who argued that innovating employees are most likely 
to obtain relevant and required information by searching for it actively by themselves. 
 
However, the results also show how the functionality of these boundary-spanning roles 
was strongly dependent on the flexibility of this individual’s strategic behavioral 
orientation: acting as a user representative in some situations, connecting employees and 
external users in other situations, and forward information in yet another situation. 
Moreover, the results also reveal that it is highly important that these employed users are 
not acting opportunistically by trying to exert increased control and obtain information 
advantage or power (Burt, 1992). Indeed, the results of the first project reveal that the lack 
of clear roles and responsibilities could result in conflicts and non-productive 
conversations. In summary, the results demonstrate that there are a number of critical 
considerations that management may have to consider in order to make gatekeepers of 
user-information functioning within the organization.   
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6.3 Supporting the utilization of user relationships 
Although the primary focus of this thesis was to investigate how employees are utilizing 
user- relationships within sustained producer-user ecosystems; the results from this 
inductive approach also reveal how management plays an important role in supporting the 
utilization of user relationships within producer-user ecosystems.   
 
From the relevant literature, the consensus view appears to be that established companies, 
where top management is strongly focused on satisfying the needs of closely tied high-end 
customers, face the risk of being restrained in their innovation efforts (Henderson, 2006; 
Danneels, 2004; Christensen, 1997; Christensen and Bower, 1996). More specifically, it is 
argued that such managerial focus on certain customers limits the ability to assimilate 
disruptive technologies and to address novel ideas for innovation. Furthermore, it has been 
argued that this managerial focus derives from the expectations of the owners on short-
term revenues. Indeed, scholars have paid significant attention to this issue and revealed a 
number of approaches that companies can apply in order to avoid the aforementioned 
dilemma (Fredberg and Piller, 2011; Verganti and Buganza, 2005; Christensen and 
Raynor, 2003; Danneels, 2003; Veryzer, 1998). The majority of these approaches advocate 
that established producers should separate the development of revolutionary innovations 
from their high-end customers, either by experimenting on their own with new 
technologies and solutions or by the means of identifying and engaging certain lead-users 
who are ahead of a market trend. Furthermore, it is argued that a central part in the 
realization of these approaches is that top management delegates parts of the 
responsibility for these user involvement activities to middle management and to certain 
employees (Hienerth et al., 2013).  
 
The results of the second study shows how established producers innovating within 
producer-user ecosystem can benefit disproportionally from applying only slightly 
different approaches in the utilization of user-relationships for the development of 
revolutionary innovations. The results reveal how the personal relationships between top 
management, some of the owners, and certain (potential) transformational users played a 
central role in these projects. These users were given a fair share for their intellectual 
property and engagement in the company’s innovation activities, which motivated them to 
get engaged into even more long-term collaborations with the company. Hence, in line 
with Franke et al. (2013), the results reveal that it was essential that the company provided 
the transformational users with fair deals for their intellectual property in order to 
maintain these relationships over time. Moreover, in line with the reasoning of Zaheer et 
al. (1998), trust was built into these relationships over time and functioned as a means to 
establish an efficient communication around the ideas originating from users and, 
ultimately, aligning the innovation interests of the producer and the user. Hienerth et al. 
(2013) points out that this type of alignment of the user-solution space with corporate 
strategy is highly important for the development of producer-user ecosystems.  
 
Furthermore, the results show that close affiliation of users to the producer lowered the 
barrier for employees to contact these users. Adams et al., (1998) showed that employees 
often are seeking information about the users’ needs that is only satisfactory or “good 
enough”, i.e. information that fulfills some minimally acceptable criteria derived from the 
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corporate expectations. The results show how top management can demonstrate the 
corporate expectations on the user-engagement in a very clear way, by making available 
their relationships with potential transformational users to their employees who, in their 
turn, are responsible for the coordination of user-involvement activities. Furthermore, the 
second project revealed how these relationships between top management and certain 
transformational users also played a central role in the development of annual user 
meetings. The users who actively participated in the development were given the 
opportunity to evaluate these products before other users and were being the first to 
present their results from these evaluations at the user meetings. Indeed, Hienerth et al., 
(2013) argue that the establishment of self-reinforcing processes, which created buzz and 
an awareness of novel ideas and products, is an essential part of establishing sustained 
producer-user ecosystems. 
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7 Concluding discussion 
Previous research has shown that external sources of information and innovation often 
provide companies with valuable input in the innovation process (West and Bogers, 2013; 
Chesbrough, 2003). Users represent one such source of external knowledge and a great 
number of articles show their value for innovating companies (Chatterji and Fabrizio, 
2013, 2012; von Hippel, 1986). Today, established producers are experimenting with 
producer-user ecosystems, certainly for the purpose of innovation and to gain and sustain 
a competitive edge (Hienerth et al., 2013; Keinz et al., 2012). However, although this 
development may provide producers with new innovation opportunities, it also brings with 
it a number of challenges related to the utilization of user relationships for innovation. This 
thesis provides increased theoretical and practical understanding of how producers 
innovating within these types of ecosystems can leverage user relationships for innovation. 
These insights are summarized and discussed in the following sections. An outlook with 
some promising directions for future research is also presented. 
 
7.1 Implications for theory 
It has been argued that established producers can either utilize their internal knowledge 
bases or utilize new knowledge located outside of their organizational boundaries in order 
to create innovations. Moreover, it has been argued that relying too much on internal 
knowledge might hinder established producers from discovering alternative and 
potentially more valuable knowledge outside the organizations boundaries. With regard to 
users, it is often taken for granted that producers benefit from engaging users located 
outside the organizational boundaries in innovation activities. Indeed, this thesis confirms 
that established producers may benefit from engaging their users in innovation activities. 
However, this thesis also provides a more nuanced picture of how employees actually 
utilize relationships to other actors within the producer-user ecosystem in order to tap into 
the users’ knowledge. To start with, rather than considering the internal organization and 
the user community as two separate entities, producer-user ecosystems can better be 
understood as a system where direct and indirect user experiences are distributed among 
users and employees. In other words, within producer-user ecosystems all actors can be 
perceived as users with more or less relevant experiences of using products related to the 
company’s current our future offerings. Some users within this ecosystem are located 
inside the legal boundaries of established producers whereas other users are located 
outside these boundaries. Employees’ utilization of user relationships can thus be 
understood as a function of: i) the extent to which employees knows and values the 
pertinence of their own direct or indirect user experiences to solve a particular problem, ii) 
the extent to which employees know and value the pertinence of other persons’ direct and 
indirect user experiences to solve a particular problem, iii) the accessibility of people who 
possess these user experiences, and iv) the potential costs incurred in seeking information 
from these persons. These factors may support our reasoning on how companies absorb 
user-information and mobilize tacit knowledge related to the users needs.  
If it is difficult or costly for employees to access relevant user experiences, established 
producers may benefit from incorporating users with relevant experiences and 
relationships to other users. It is shown that the implementation and use of such 
boundary-spanning roles are dependent on the employed users’ strategic behavioral 
orientation as well as their colleagues’ ability to utilize their knowledge and relationships. 
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Moreover, within these producer-user ecosystems some users will experience problems 
with the existing products and adopt new technologies before their peers. These users may 
also engage established producers in order to access competencies and resources required 
to develop an innovation that may transform the ecosystem. A central issue in order to 
sustain the producer-user ecosystem tends to be that these innovation activities allow the 
transformational user to obtain or maintain a central position within the ecosystem. Even 
though it has not been observed in the present studies it can be assumed that if these 
transformational users are located inside the legal boundaries of established producers the 
producer may simply use weak relationships to other users in order to tune the new 
product and make sure that there is a market. However, when transformational users are 
located outside the legal boundaries of an established producer, management and 
employees have to develop relationships to these users in order to control the 
transformation of the ecosystem. Consequently, established producers have to place bids 
on potential transformational users within the producer-user ecosystem and carefully 
monitor the progress of their innovation initiatives.  In the case when several potential 
transformational users become interested in the same problem or technology, established 
producers may benefit from coordinating these users to jointly assess the feasibility and 
business potential in the opportunity more thoroughly. Moreover, in order to avoid a 
“herding-out” effect where transformational users are leaving for another producer-user 
ecosystem or initiate their own ecosystem established producers may benefit from 
providing these users with a fair compensation for their intellectual property. 
Furthermore, as established producers engage themselves in revolutionary innovation 
projects within the ecosystem it becomes important to not only focus on the value creating 
activities but also to manage those tensions within and around producer-user 
collaborations. Although not explicitly addressed in this thesis it can be argued that 
depending on the maturity of a particular producer-user ecosystem established producers 
may benefit from applying different approaches to establish and utilize user relationships 
for innovation. Hence, on a general level this thesis conclude that producer-user 
ecosystems may not be regarded as one out of many user involvement practices, but rather 
as a more general perspective on how companies can gain and sustain a competitive edge.  
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7.2 Implications for management 

This thesis demonstrates how established producing companies can leverage user-
relationships for innovation within sustained producer-user ecosystems. There are a 
number of lessons to be drawn for managers who are conducting innovation activities. 
 
To start with, the research undertaken for this thesis reveals the potential benefits of 
considering employees’ experiences as users. Managers who want to improve employees’ 
understanding of the company’s users may benefit from conducting an initial assessment 
of what direct and indirect user experiences that resides within the organization. It is 
possible that such an inventory reveals user experiences that can potentially become 
valuable in the creation of innovations. An important issue in this context is to visualize 
where different types of user experiences prevalent in the organization and to provide 
employees with incentives and opportunities to acquire information from colleagues who 
possess potentially valuable user experiences. Furthermore, managers may benefit from 
getting a “bird’s eye view” over which relationships employees are currently using to access 
direct and indirect user experiences. One promising way to accomplish this is to conduct a 
social network study specifically focused on various flows of user-information. The results 
may provide managers with the means to initiate an internal dialogue regarding where 
different types of user experiences and knowledge of the company’s users is located within 
and around the organization. Moreover, as managers and employees develop a more 
profound understanding of where different types of user experiences and knowledge 
concerning users are located, they may also identify new collaboration opportunities. In 
addition to this, managers may use the results from such a survey to problematize 
contextually dependent user experiences as well as the organizations common knowledge 
about the users. 
 
If it is costly for employees to access the user community managers may consider 
employing users and integrating them in the company’s innovation activities. The results 
reveal a number of critical managerial considerations related to the employment and 
integration of users.  When engaging and employing these users, as indicated by the 
results, their experiences in using the company’s products in combination with their 
relationships to other users are highly important issues to consider. Although it is not 
explicitly addressed in the studies presently reported upon, it seems reasonable to assume 
that it is important that users, who are more valuable as opinion leaders within the user 
community, are not recruited as employees. For the erstwhile users, now employed, it is 
furthermore important to shape their strategic behavioral orientations.  What this means is 
that it is important that the employed users can shift between different roles depending on 
the type of problems their colleagues are currently trying to solve. For example, in some 
situations the employed users have to act as a user representative, in other situations they 
have to act as a gatekeeper, and in yet another situation they have to connect employees 
with other external users. A positive effect of employing users is that their presence can 
actually function as a means to make technically skilled employees more aware and curious 
about knowledge held by external users. However, the results also indicate that the 
employment of users should be seen as complementary to the user-interactions already 
maintained by the employees, rather than a way to replace the opportunities for employees 
to interact with users. There is indeed an inherent risk that employed users become a too 
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dominant voice within the organization and transforms into a counterproductive 
information-bottleneck. Another aspect is that employee’s who also have the opportunity 
to interact with external users, tend to be more proficient in utilizing their relationships 
with employed users. 
 
Managers may also benefit from identifying potential transformational users. If the 
company is operating in a well-defined ecosystem the challenge is perhaps not to actually 
identify these users, but rather to establish trust-based relationships to the most promising 
ones. A central question however is to identify users who are not only ahead of a particular 
trend or technology development but who also has strong incentives to engage themselves 
in innovation activities in order to obtain or maintain a central position within the 
ecosystem. This implies that companies have to make sure that their users perceive it as 
beneficial to occupy a central position within the ecosystem.  Moreover, a rule of thumb 
tends to be that the higher the likelihood of a user one day becoming a transformational 
user, the more important it is that top management are engaged in establishing these 
relationships. From the user's perspective, these relationships are essential:  they interact 
and converse with people within the company who can actually decide whether the 
company should support the user’s innovation initiatives or not. From a managerial 
perspective, these relationships provide means to recognize and explore potential sources 
of transformation within the ecosystem. An additional consideration is that “herding-out” 
effects are prevented. Hence, companies that are innovating within producer-user 
ecosystems may benefit from reconsidering how top management is engaged in 
establishing relationships with potential transformational users. Moreover, top 
management may also play an important role by actively supporting certain managers and 
employees in the establishment of relationships with potential transformational users. 
However, this recommendation does not mean that companies should abandon other types 
of user-involvement. The results of this thesis indicate that employees tend   
 
Finally, the results also provide some guidance on how companies that are innovating in 
this context can reduce the coordination costs related to extensive user-collaborations. One 
way by which management can accomplish this is by developing strong relationships to 
users who are proficient in coordinating other users in innovation activities. Furthermore, 
companies can benefit from involving users in the decisions regarding which users that 
should join current or planned projects. The underlying idea here is that users simply feel 
more comfortable being coordinated and possibly being rejected by other users who have a 
high status in the user-community; coordination and management by a company 
representative is less well tolerated. However, the results also show how companies that 
are innovating within this context are strongly dependent on employees who can 
coordinate users and colleagues into innovation activities. During the development of more 
revolutionary innovations, it tends to be important that employees can identify and 
coordinate the most valuable transformational users.  Extending this notion even further, 
if the company were to target a new market segment, these users can be integrated with 
groups of potential future users who are not yet using the company’s current products. 
Finally, another important aspect is to have employees who are skilled in moderating the 
dialogue between different users and who can guide the dialogue towards the company’s 
innovation objectives.  
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7.3 Future research 
This chapter elaborates on some promising directions for future research related to the 
purpose of this thesis. It is my hope that the presented work may inspire researchers 
within the field of innovation management to pursue the concepts and ideas presented in 
this thesis. I do believe that the interest for innovation within producer-user ecosystems 
will continue to grow in the coming decades and I believe that we will see a growing 
interest in how companies are establishing, maintaining, and utilizing user relationships 
for innovation in order to sustain and renew such ecosystems. I think it would be 
interesting to investigate the extent to which the presented concepts, ideas and conclusions 
are applicable in other industrial contexts. It is important to keep in mind that the medical 
technology industry in many aspects can be considered as an extreme context in terms of 
producer-user collaboration. For example, the underlying problems that both producers 
and users are trying to solve are rather stable which strongly contributes to the 
development of sustained producer- user relationships. It is also more challenging for 
medical technology companies to access users than it is for many other companies. 
Furthermore, one interesting direction for future research would be to extend 
investigations into the role of transformational users in innovation activities and how this 
concept relates to other concepts such as lead-users or technology lead-users. I also see a 
need for more research explaining how transformational users emerge over time within 
producer-user ecosystems and how producers can tap into the transformation that these 
users may initiate.  
 
Moreover, this thesis was largely focused on how established producers may reduce 
negative tensions within and around producer-user collaborations. An interesting direction 
for future research would be to further investigate how established producers can also 
create positive tensions within the ecosystems.  Competition between users would be an 
obvious first candidate. Certainly there is also a need to further investigate the intersection 
between different producer-user ecosystems and how different ecosystems can be aligned 
to further innovation activities. I also believe that there is need to better understand how 
established producers can utilize user relationships in different stages of a producer-user 
ecosystem. Moreover, as shown in this thesis, companies innovating within these types of 
ecosystems tend to benefit from users in boundary-spanning positions. Hence, I believe 
that an interesting path for future research would be to further investigate under which 
conditions companies should employ users and under which conditions they should rather 
rely on relationships with users in distributed boundary-spanning roles. I also think there 
is a need for more research that investigates how companies utilize employed users in the 
best possible way. For example, where should the employed users be located within the 
organization in order to support companies’ innovation activities in the most proficient 
way? If all this can be accomplished, we will perhaps one day add producer-user 
relationships as well as employees user experience as distinct items to be included when 
assessing the value of companies. I believe that this day will come in the not too distant 
future. But more importantly, these achievements may help us to address and solve major 
societal challenges. 
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Appendix A 
Questionnaire project 1 
 
This appendix contains those questions from the questionnaire in the first project that has 
been used within this thesis. The questionnaire also included questions related to the 
creative climate in the organization as well as the flows of purchaser information.  Please 
contact the author to see the entire questionnaire.  
 
Background 
(The company) is currently participating together with the Royal Institute of Technology. 
The aim of the project is to increase (the company’s) innovation capability by assessing 
how the company is integrating users and purchasers in the development of new products. 
 
Introduction 
This questionnaire is an important part in the abovementioned research project. The 
questionnaire will take approximately 45 min to complete. The purpose of the 
questionnaire is to analyze the acquisition and dissemination of user and purchaser 
information. The result of the survey will be used as a starting point for discussions about 
how these activities can be made more efficient and effective. The result of the 
questionnaire will be anonymized and presented to the management team in the fall 2010. 
  
Key-terms 
The following terms are central in this questionnaire. 
 
User – any person that is using or operating the company’s products in the healthcare 
environment. It can for instance be a physician, nurse, a bio-engineer. In this survey the 
patient’s family members are also considered as users.  
 
Valuable user-information – Information that improve your understanding of the 
users’ needs. For example, how the company’s products are being used, the users’ opinion, 
the users priorities, or the users’ ideas related to the company’s products.  
 
Please feel free to remove this first page in order to remind yourself of these key-terms. 
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1. For how many years have you been working for the company? 
 

0 years 
 
1 – 2 
 
3 - 4 
 
5 - 6 
 
7 - 8 
 
9 - 10 
 
> 10 

 
 
 
2. How old are you? 

 
18 – 30 years old 
 
31 – 40 
 
41 – 50 
 
51 – 60 
 
61 – 65 
 
> 65 
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3. What is you educational background? 
 

High school degree 
 
University degree in engineering 
 
University degree in business or economics 
 
University degree in medicine 
 
University degree in nursery 
 
University degree in industrial design 
 
University degree in social sciences 
 
PhD degree 
 
Other university degree 

 
 
 
4. Please indicate your name in the list 

 
(List of all employees within the business unit working in aftermarket, finance, marketing, 
operations, product application and research, quality and environment, sales, product 
development) 
 

Person A 
 
Person B 
 
Person C 
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5. How frequently, on average, have you been interacting with these user-
groups during the last three years? 
 

 

N
ev

er
 

Ye
ar

ly
 

M
on

th
ly

 

W
ee

kl
y 

D
ai

ly
 

I d
on

’t 
kn

ow
 

National physicians  
 

International physicians 
 

National nurses 
 

International nurses 
 

National clinical researchers 
 

International clinical researchers 
 

National bio-engineers 
 

International bio-engineers 
 

National family members 
 

International family members 
 

 
 
6. How frequently, on average, did you receive valuable information 
regarding your users from your colleagues during the last three years? (If not, 
please leave a blank)  

 
(List of all employees within the business unit working in aftermarket, finance, marketing, 
operations, product application and research, quality and environment, sales, product 
development) ! !
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Ye
ar

ly
 

M
on

th
ly

 

W
ee

kl
y 

D
ai

ly
 

Person A 
 

Person B 
 

Person C 
 
 
7. How frequently, on average, did you provide valuable information 
regarding your users to your colleagues during the last three years? (If not, 
please leave a blank)  
 
(List of all employees within the business unit working in aftermarket, finance, marketing, 
operations, product application and research, quality and environment, sales, product 
development) 
 

 
Ye

ar
ly

 

M
on

th
ly

 

W
ee

kl
y 

D
ai

ly
 

Person A 
 

Person B 
 

Person C 
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Appendix B  !
Interview guide project 1 
 
Background information 
- We are conducting a research study where we are investigating how your company is 
acquiring knowledge about your customers and users and how this knowledge is 
transferred into innovation.  
 
- This interview will take approximately 1 hour.  
 
- Before we start I want to inform you that your answers will be anonymized which implies 
that we will only communicate the aggregated results.  
 
- We might use certain quotes from the interviews in the presentation of the material but 
these quotes will not be possible to connect to you.  
 
- I also want to ask you if it is okay that we record the interview? 
 
Introduction 
- Who are you and what is your current position? 
 
- Is it a part of your job to have contact with users and customers? 
 
- Who is the buyer and who is the user of your products? 
 
- Is there a difference between the purchasers and the users needs and demands? 
 
- Is there a difference in the users and the purchasers’ requirements? 
 
- Is there a difference in how the company is learning about the purchasers’ and the users’ 
needs? 
 
- How do you experience your own knowledge about the purchasers’ and the users’ needs 
and requirements? 
 
Strong and weak relationships conducive to user and purchaser information 
In the questionnaire that you completed prior to this interview you were asked to fill in 
from what user-groups and colleagues that you had acquired valuable information about 
the users’ needs. We would like to follow up on some of these answers.  
 
You stated in the questionnaire that you over the last three years, on average, have received 
valuable information about the users’ needs on a monthly/yearly basis from XXX?  
- Is that correct? Why is that? 
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- In what way have this person provided you with valuable information about the users’ 
needs? Can you please exemplify? 
 
- How would you describe the information that you receive from this person? What makes 
it valuable? Is it deep or broad information? Can you please exemplify? 
 
- How do your relationship contribute to your learning about the users’ needs? 
 
- Would you say that the information acquisition is formal or informal by nature? In what 
way? Can you please exemplify? 
 
- How do you use the information about the users’ needs that you receive from this person? 
 
(In the interviews we asked this questions about 2 – 3 colleagues that the respondent had 
indicated in the questionnaire) 
 
You stated in the questionnaire that you over the last three years, on average, have received 
valuable information about the users’ needs on a weekly/daily basis from XXX? 
 
- Is that correct? Why is that? 
 
- In what way have this person provided you with valuable information about the users’ 
needs? Can you please exemplify? 
 
- How would you describe the information that you receive from this person? What makes 
it valuable? Is it deep or broad information? Can you please exemplify? 
 
- How do your relationship contribute to your learning about the users’ needs? 
 
- Would you say that the information acquisition is formal or informal by nature? In what 
way? Can you please exemplify? 
 
- How do you use the information about the users’ needs that you receive from this person? 
 
- How do this relationship and the information differ from the more weekly tied colleague?  
 
(In the interviews we asked this questions about 2 – 3 colleagues that the respondent had 
indicated in the questionnaire) 
 
You stated in the questionnaire that you over the last three years, on average, have 
interacted (with certain user-groups) on a monthly/yearly basis. 
 
- What type of information did you acquire from these interactions? What makes the 
information valuable? Can you please exemplify? 
 
- How does this information differ from the information you acquire from your colleagues? 
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- How do you use the information that you acquire directly from users? Can you please 
exemplify? 
 
You stated in the questionnaire that you over the last three years, on average, have 
interacted (with certain user-groups) on a weekly/daily basis. 
 
- What type of information did you acquire from these interactions? What makes the 
information valuable? Can you please exemplify? 
 
- How does this information differ from the information you acquire from your colleagues? 
 
- How do you use the information that you acquire directly from users? Can you please 
exemplify? 
 
 
Employed healthcare professionals 
 
- What roles do the employed physicians and nurses play in the development of new 
products?  
 
- Do you think that the interaction with employed users can replace the interaction with 
external users? 
 
- In what way does the employed users acquire information about the users’ needs? Does 
their way to acquire this information differ from other employees? 
 
- In what way does the employed users disseminate information about the users’ needs? 
Does their way to acquire this information differ from other employees? 
 
- In what way does the information that you receive from the employed users differ from 
the information you acquire from other colleagues? 
 
- What role does the employed users play in the creation and development of ideas for 
innovation? How do their role differ from other employees?  
 
- What type ideas do they contribute to? 
 
- How do the employed users influence what ideas and concepts that are developed?  
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Appendix C  !
Interview guide for employees project 2 
 
Background  
 
What is your name? 
 
What is your position at the company?  
 
How long has you been working for the company? 
 
What is your experience of collaborating with users?  
 
In your opinion, why do the company collaborate with users? 
 
Would you say that the user collaboration have changed over the last years? What are the 
major developments? 
 
What are the major challenges you have experienced related to user collaboration? 
 
Input and preparations 
 
How do you experience the process leading up to the start of a new user collaboration 
practice? 
 
How do you experience the processes of selecting members for user collaboration 
practices? 
 
In your opinion, why do users join the user collaboration practices? 
 
What types of problems has the user collaboration practices, where you have been 
involved, issued? 
 
In the user collaboration practices where you have been involved, how has the problems 
been defined? 
 
How do you experience the process of selecting company employees that should be 
involved in the user collaboration practices? 
 
Outcome and performance 
 
How would you say that the user collaboration practices are contributing to the company’s 
overall innovation performance? 
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Would you say that the overall output from the user collaboration practices is worth the 
investment? 
 
What is the most valuable output you have experienced from a user collaboration practice? 
What were the key factors leading to this output?  
 
Have you ever felt unsatisfied about the output from a user collaboration practice? How 
come you felt this way? 
 
How do you handle output from user collaboration practices that contains a lot of 
uncertainty and/or ambiguity?  
 
How is the output from the user collaboration practices integrated in company’s product 
development process? 
 
Organization and execution 
 
How would you describe the organization around the user collaboration practices, which 
you have involved in? 
 
How would you describe the employee-user relationships within these user collaboration 
practices? 
 
In your opinion, are the user collaboration practices aligned with the company’s overall 
product development process? 
 
In your opinion, what are the key factors to a successful user collaboration practices? 
 
In your opinion, who are the most important employees at the company to make the user 
collaboration practices function? What is their role? 
 
How do you experience the company’s initiatives to improve its user collaboration 
practices? 
 
Have you experienced user collaboration practices, which have not functioned well? Why 
did it not function well? How was this situation handled?  
 
Do you use the user collaboration practices also between the formal meetings? 
 
Improvements and complimentary activities 
 
In your opinion, what are the most important improvements to be made related to the user 
collaboration practices the coming years? 
 
Have you though of any other activities that could complement the current user 
collaboration practices? 
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Is there any employees or users (apart from the ones in the mail) that you think I should 
talk to? 
 
Do you have any other comments?  
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Appendix D  !
Interview guide for users project 2 
 
Background  
 
Name 
 
Position  
 
Introduction 
What is your overall experience of collaborating with medical technology firms? 
 
What is your experience of working in firm-user collaborations? 
 
Input and preparations 
How did you experience the process of getting on-board the firm-user collaboration? How 
did you make the decision to join the firm-user collaboration? 
 
What types of problems does the firm-user collaborations issue? 
 
How are the problems issued by the firm-user collaborations defined? 
 
How did you prepare for the firm-user collaboration meetings? 
 
Outcome and performance 
Overall, are you satisfied with the performance of the firm-user collaborations that you 
have participated in? 
 
What is the most valuable output you have experienced from a firm-user collaboration? 
What were the key factors leading to this output?  
 
Have you ever felt unsatisfied about the firm-user collaboration output? How come you felt 
this way? 
 
Organization 
How do you experience the organization around the firm-user collaborations? 
 
How does the collaboration work within the firm-user collaborations? 
 
How would you describe the employee-user relationships within the firm-user 
collaborations? 
 
What are the major challenges in organizing and managing the firm-user collaborations? 
 
Did you have any contact with the company between the firm-user collaboration meetings? 
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What surprised you the most about the firm-user collaborations?  
 
What is your major take-away from the firm-user collaborations? 
 
Future work 
 
Do you have any suggestions on improvements that could make the firm-user 
collaborations work even better in the future? 


